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Kozol Resurrects Bates 
By Dan Neumann 
News Editor 
Jonathan Kozol, who has com¬ 
bined a career in teaching and so¬ 
cial activism with more than 30 
years of writing about the needs of 
America’s poorest children, offi¬ 
cially opened the 146th academic 
year at Bates College with the con¬ 
vocation address “Ordinary Resur¬ 
rections” on the main quadrangle. 
Kozol’s first book, “Death at An 
Early Age” (1967), established him 
as an angry and eloquent writer on 
behalf of children. Winner of the 
1968 National Book Award in Sci¬ 
ence, Philosophy and Religion, the 
book describes Kozol’s experience 
as a teacher in a segregated fourth- 
grade classroom in Boston. Kozol 
continued to teach for the next 20 
years, working at South Boston 
High School during the city’s deseg¬ 
regation crisis, in Arizona with chil¬ 
dren of farm workers, and in Cleve¬ 
land with illiterate adults. 
Kozol published “Rachel and 
Her Children: Homeless Families in 
America” (1988) after spending 
much of winter 1985-86 living in a 
South Bronx, NY, homeless shelter 
and befriending its residents. 
Called “bitterly eloquent” by 
Newsweek and “a searing indict¬ 
ment of society” by the New York 
Times, “Rachel and Her Children” 
received the Robert F. Kennedy 
Book Award and The Conscience in 
Media Award of the American So¬ 
ciety of Journalists and Authors. 
Kozol’s most recent book, 
“Amazing Grace: The Lives of Chil¬ 
dren and the Conscience of a Na¬ 
tion" (1995), has been called “beau¬ 
tiful and morally worthy” by Nobel 
Laureate Toni Morrison. Another 
Nobel Laureate, Elie Wiesel, wrote: 
“Jonathan’s struggle is noble. What 
he says must be heard. His outcry 
must shake our nation out of its 
guilty indifference.” 
The Convocation began with a 
welcome from Jason Surdukowski, 
President of the RA. Surdukowski 
welcomed the class of 2004, calling 
Bates a “foundry of self, a crucible 
of personality creation.” 
Surdukowski asked the new Bates 
class to “please, in all this gleam¬ 
ing, glaring freedom, don’t be 
blinded. Stay safe. Don’t drink the 
Falls of Niagara worth of beer in 
these next few weekends. . . We 
need you around for what you may 
give, great and small, to this col¬ 
lege, this city, this world[.]” 
Dean of Faculty Jill Reich intro¬ 
duced two additional speakers, Ja¬ 
son Hirschhorn and Lisa D’Allesio, 
both members of the sophomore 
class. Both discussed Kozol’s influ¬ 
ence as an author. Hirschhorn re¬ 
marked that Kozol “tells stories of 
the poor that society all to often 
choose to ignore.” 
Kozol’s speech focused on his 
experiences with inner city chil¬ 
dren in the South Bronx in New 
York City. Describing the horrible 
conditions that children in this 
neighborhood face, Kozol thanked 
God for “giving wise hearts to small 
children,” and that the “kids [in the 
South Bronx] don’t realize that 
their country doesn’t like them.” 
Continued on pane 5 
Jonathan Kozol during his visit to Bates. Kozol delivered thecomencement 
speech for the 146th academic year at the college. 
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New Parking Policy 
Raises Concerns 
By Lindsay Goodman 
Staff Writer 
Students returning to campus 
this year will note a change in the 
parking policy from that of previ¬ 
ous years. This year, in an effort 
to solve the “parking problem” that 
students have experienced in past 
years, the Representative Assem¬ 
bly has devised a new lottery sys¬ 
tem, that randomly assigned per¬ 
mits to those who applied. This 
system was devised to respond to 
a growing number of students 
bringing cars to campus in addition 
to a loss of spaces due to the con¬ 
struction of the new track near 
Merrill Gymnasium. Of the 450 
parking spaces, 35% (158 permits) 
are designated for seniors, 20% (90 
spaces) are for juniors, another 
20% is allocated for the sopho¬ 
mores, and 10% (45 parking per¬ 
mits) are designated for First Year 
students. The remaining 15% (67 
spaces) are reserved for people 
who may appeal to the Parking Per¬ 
mit Appeals Board in the event they 
were not randomly assigned per¬ 
mits. 
The new lottery system was seen 
as the best possible solution to 
ameliorate the parking congestion 
seen on campus. Previously, people 
Previously, people could buy per¬ 
mits on a “first come first served” 
basis. In a survey conducted by 
Dean Reese, some of the reasons 
students presented for needing 
cars on campus include traveling 
home, recreation, work, community 
service, shopping, and living off 
campus. Last year, a subcommit¬ 
tee was assigned to deal with the 
problem of parking. Some of the 
alternatives to the “first come first 
served” model proposed included 
offering student services, such as 
a shuttle service, or a “Ride Board” 
where students could sign up for 
carpools. Other alternatives which 
were rejected included releasing 
faculty spaces for student use, es¬ 
pecially after the 
winter parking ban goes into effect, 
freeing up spaces for daytime park¬ 
ing, purchasing more land for park¬ 
ing lots, buying or renting off cam¬ 
pus parking lots, or providing in¬ 
centives for staff who carpool to 
work. However, these alternatives 
were rejected and the Representa¬ 
tive Assembly voted on devising a 
parking lottery. 
The lottery has left 67 spaces for 
approximately 225-230 people who 
did not get assigned spaces ran¬ 
domly. Some students have ex¬ 
pressed their discontent with not 
getting spaces. Jodi Winterton, a 
senior, claimed that she is “miss¬ 
ing opportunities for job inter¬ 
views” because she did not get as¬ 
signed a permit. She stated, “as a 
senior, I have a lot of responsibili¬ 
ties off campus, and I need a car to 
get around.” She proposed expand¬ 
ing on an existing parking lot, much 
like the newly expanded parking lot 
at John Bertram Hall, or acquiring 
a satellite lot. Kristen Anstead, a 
junior, believes “freshmen should 
not get permits. They should pave 
over the land next to the football 
field, where the old tennis courts 
were.” Alyssa Asack, a first year, 
Continued on page 9 
Hazing 
Statement 
Signed 
Dan Neumann 
Paul Zinn 
Editorial Board 
According to a new study by 
Alfred University, hazing has be¬ 
come a problem and major area for 
concenrn at college campuses 
throughout the United States. 
That along with many other fac¬ 
tors has led the Bates’ Athletic De¬ 
partment to unilaterally issue a 
written statement deatailing the 
institution’s policy on hazing that 
all athletes must sign before they 
can participate in their respective 
sports. 
“Iniation issues arrise on an al¬ 
most annual basis,” said Director 
of Athletics Suzanne Coffey in re¬ 
ferring to Bates. “Hazing occurs on 
every campus.” 
Fall athletes signed the document 
at a meeting last Wednesday. Win 
Continued on page 5 
Withrow 
killed in 
accident 
By Lisa Demer 
Anchorage Daily News Reporter 
An Anchorage man with six pre¬ 
vious drunken driving convictions 
was driving drunk when he struck 
and killed a college student riding 
her bicycle on the sidewalk along 
Minnesota Drive late Monday, An¬ 
chorage police said. 
Russell D. Carlson, 39, who had a 
2-year-old chi'd in the truck with 
him, was charged with manslaugh¬ 
ter, child abuse, driving while in¬ 
toxicated and driving while his li¬ 
cense was revoked, according to 
police. 
The bicyclist was Jessie Withrow, 
20, who grew up in Anchorage and 
was a dean’s list student at Bates 
College in Lewiston, Maine. She 
was pronounced dead at Provi¬ 
dence Alaska Medical Center on 
Tuesday afternoon. 
Police Lt. Bob Griffiths said 
Carlson had six DWI convictions in 
Alaska. Details about those cases 
were not available Tuesday be¬ 
cause of the July Fourth holiday. 
The crash happened about 11:30 
p.m. Carlson was driving a white 
full-size 
pickup, police spokesman Ron 
McGee said. 
Witnesses told police that 
Carlson was weaving and driving 
fast while heading south on Minne¬ 
sota. He ran into a Ford Explorer 
that had stopped for a red light on 
Northern Lights Boulevard, then 
went on the sidewalk and struck 
Withrow on her bike, according to 
police. His truck then went into the 
parking lot of the Aurora Village 
Shopping Center and crashed into 
three parked cars, police said. 
The 2-year-old child and another 
man in the truck were not hurt, 
police said. The relationship be¬ 
tween Carlson and the child wasn’t 
clear. 
Family friends of the young 
woman who died described her as 
exceptionally bright and creative. 
“Jessie was a very unusual child. 
It was like she was way grown up 
beyond her years. She was destined 
to do great things. The world is go¬ 
ing to be a cheated place for the fact 
she was not able to achieve her 
potential,” said Susan Peck, who 
has a daughter close to Withrow 
and' who is a friend of Withrow’s 
mother, Wendy. 
Withrow wrote for Perfect World, 
the teen-oriented pages in the An¬ 
chorage Daily News. She sang with 
her mother at the Renaissance Fes¬ 
tival 
Continued on page 5 
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Hazing policy creates athletic dictator 
The new Student-Athlete Agreement on Hazing and Dangerous Initiations that 
has been put forward by the Athletic Department should give pause to all of us in the 
Bates Community, but not for the right reasons. The document itself has several seri¬ 
ous flaws. The most serious flaw is that the wording of the policy transfers disciplin¬ 
ary authority from the Student Conduct Committee (SCC) to the Athletic Director 
(AD). While this transfer may not have been the intent of the authors, it is nonethe¬ 
less implicit in the phrasing of the document. "** 
“I understand that if I am found in violation of this policy I will be subjected to 
discipline that may include...suspension from the team/and or College, or expulsion 
from the team and/or College.” The Bates College Code of Conduct has a section pur¬ 
suant to hazing that can result in suspension/expulsion from the College; however, 
the Athletic Department’s new policy is not part of this code. According to Dean of 
Students F. Celeste Branham, the Athletic Department is well within its rights to draft 
policy that can result in disciplinary action within the department, but they cannot 
extend that jurisdiction to sanctions outside their department, sanctions like those 
outlined in the new policy. Branham commented on some of the ambiguous language 
in the document, saying, “I don’t really know what ‘unusual psychological conditions’ 
means.” 
There is an issue buried within the presentation of this document that is far more 
insidious than procedural loopholes and unclear wording. The Student has attempted 
to have dialogue with Athletic Director Suzanne Coffey on the nature of the new Haz¬ 
ing and Dangerous Initiations policy. The response to our inquiries has been, in a 
word, dishonest. When asked who drafted the new policy on Hazing and Dangerous 
Initiations, the A.D said the document was drafted by “me in consultation with our 
Athletics Administrators, coaches, the Dean of Students, and NESCAC Directors of 
Athletics.” On Monday, Dean of Students Branham told The Student “I was not in¬ 
volved in the drafting of this document. I had not seen it until today.” Dean Gurney 
had not seenthe policy either. 
The Athletics Committee, comprised of faculty and students, is charged with serv¬ 
ing as “an advisory committee to the Department of Physical Education on any mat¬ 
ters pertaining to noncurricular policy and practice of that department.” The Athlet¬ 
ics Committee should have convened to discuss this new policy; however, no such 
meeting took place. Branham told The Student, “The Athletics Committee should 
absolutely have met on this issue and they still may have opportunity to do so.” 
The policy affects students at Bates profoundly, yet the process of drafting the 
document was decidedly devoid of student input. One Bates student was involved in 
the process, and only peripherally. He did not have extensive input in the language 
and content of the policy itself. 
The College must void the new Student-Athlete Agreement on Hazing and Danger¬ 
ous Initiations. It grants the AD the authority to determine the avenues of disciplin¬ 
ary action. Regardless of the intention, the document in its current form allows the 
Athletic Department to expel students from the college. More importantly, the pro¬ 
cess that led to the document was entirely inappropriate. The AD usurped power 
from the student body and college administrators. She was dishonest in her disclo¬ 
sure of the level of involvement of Dean of Students Branham. She avoided the proce¬ 
dural obligation to convene the Athletics Committee. The Student is adamant that 
action be taken to condemn this egregious abuse of power. Bates College cannot and 
must not tolerate administrators whose behavior is grossly unprofessional and un¬ 
ethical. 
Bates plays into Men’s Health jargon 
In the September issue of Men’s Health, a group of staff writers compiled a list of 
the ten most and least “male friendly” colleges in America-a list on which Bates earned 
a spot on the ostensibly bad list. The list is an example of a perilous trend within male 
culture that reacts against the women’s liberation movement and attempts to run 
roughshod over the considerable advances women have made against the male estab¬ 
lishment. Equally disturbing, in the view of The Student, is the Bates administration’s 
reaction to the Men’s Health article. 
The authors used six criteria in making their judgments. In addition to the quality of 
athletic teams and the presence/absence of fraternities, the authors rated academics, 
searching for “strong programs, especially in areas of keen interest to men-business, 
math and hard sciences, computer engineering.” Not surprisingly the authors looked 
for humanities departments boasting “more courses on the Great Books than on 12 
oppressed womyn writers of Borneo.” Another criterion entitled “No Silly Rules” warned 
against “any sex code that redefines rape so that all men are guilty.” 
Bates did not fare well against these criteria and was admonished for “frigid sex 
policies” and “losing teams.” Further, Bates is anti-male because “There are no 
fraternities...But it takes its multicultural credential very seriously.” The authors later 
chastised Bates for passing out “an official Rape and Sexual Violence handbook.” 
When The Boston Globe ran an article on the Men’s Health rating, they contacted 
Bates requesting a comment. Bates responded by, among other things, defending the 
ability of the various Bates athletic teams. Now, this is, of course, entirely just-Bates 
does have a number of very strong athletic programs of which we should all be proud. 
However, the response misses the point and fails to address the underlying issue: the 
selection criteria. 
The Men’s Health criteria are not fair and neutral parameters; rather, they repre¬ 
sent a very specific ideology and agenda seeking to protect male privilege against the 
dangers of equal rights for women. The Bates press release should have targeted the 
criteria and the underpinning ideology rather than debate Men’s Health on their own 
turf. The Student believes the only acceptable course of action is to vigilantly watch for 
and eagerly debunk this dangerous and irrational ideology in all its forms. 
Harward and Surdukowski highlight Bates’ features 
By DONALD W. HARWARD 
President of Bates College 
I appreciate the offer from The Bates 
Student to use this opportunity to share with 
you my best wishes for the year. It is also 
appreciated that over the course of the year, 
there may be other occasions to join RA 
President, Jay Surdukowski, in providing, in 
The Student, observations or perspectives 
on issues directly affecting you. For this ini¬ 
tial column, let me share some items of in¬ 
formation and welcome. 
At this time of the year - all is potential. 
There is much to anticipat and there is much 
to celebrate in the recognition of recent past 
achievements. 
* This past year, achievements, fellow¬ 
ships and national awards gained by Bates 
students were extensive- from scholarly and 
humanitarian prizes to Olympic selection. 
* Enrollment for the comingyear is on 
target - 1645 students. The Class of 2004 is 
exceptionally able, having been selected from 
the largest population of admission candi¬ 
dates. 
By JAY M. SURDUKOWSKI 
President - Representative Assembly 
And we’re off- Whether you are running, 
stumbling, or just watching, the new year has 
begun. All of us, freshman and not, are fran¬ 
tically getting used to the clutter of new faces, 
a new schedule, new classes, and new lives. 
Some of us are trying to get Pettengill and 
Pettigrew straight, some of us are working 
diligently to not confuse seniors returning 
from abroad for first years, some of us are 
trying to get the initials RC and RA recon¬ 
ciled in our heads... 
Well, regardless of whether or not the RC/ 
RA debate has got you stumped, it’s the RA 
that I am writing about today. I figure this is 
a good place to start this series of articles 
that President Harward and I have been 
asked to author. I am the President of the RA, 
the student government. In this column I try 
to give everyone a brief idea of what we do. 
Unlike scores of cliche do-nothing high school 
student councils, we are a group with real 
relevance to daily campus life. Even the most 
apathetic person at Bates has to deal with 
us in some way or other. Here are some of 
the biggies: 
* Total support of the College from 
alumni, friends, parents, and foundations 
reached nearly $20M, underwriting the real 
costs of an education by over 30% for every 
student. 
PARKING: Curse it. Condemn it. Commit 
it to flames. Do what you will with the park¬ 
ing lottery system, it is our invention. Don’t 
like it? Get involved. A majority vote in the 
RA turns your whine into a reality. 
Continued on page 4 Continued on page 4 
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AstroTurf offers more burns than benefits 
Bates’ expenditure lines Monsanto’s pockets with green, athletes’ skin with abrasions 
By CHRISTINE HOPKINS 
Forum Editor 
The bobcats aren’t returning to the wild 
this year. At least not in the field next to 
John Bertram Hall. Instead of the trouble¬ 
some natural grass soccer field, which was 
unusable due to wetness for much of the 
last athletic season, a glistening green 
synthetic carpet has been rolled out to 
greet Bates athletes. 
Some students, namely the Field 
Hockey and Lacrosse players, are clam¬ 
oring for the gates to the new marvel to 
open this Thursday. Other groups, con¬ 
cerned with the environment and athlete 
safety, fear that this rug will offer more 
burn than benefits. 
Any institution that claims to 
be "green" should boycott the 
company that owns AstroTurf - 
Monsanto- rather than add to 
the millions of dollars of profit 
made by the corporation be¬ 
hind terminator seeds, PCBs, 
and Agent Orange 
AstroTurf fields have a perilous repu¬ 
tation amongst two diverse groups of con¬ 
cerned citizens in the United States, one 
concerned with athletes, injuries, and fair 
play and the other concerned with the en¬ 
vironment. Ninety-six percent of NFL play¬ 
ers prefer natural grass to AstroTurf due 
to the increased impact on these hard sur¬ 
faces, the rough scrapes that “stick to the 
sheets the morning after,” the augmented 
pain after the game, and the years of play 
these risks take off their football careers. 
And any environmentalist who recycles 
could list a thousand reasons why any in¬ 
stitution that claims to be “green” should 
boycott the company that owns AstroTurf, 
Monsanto, rather than add to the millions 
of dollars of profit made by the corpora¬ 
tion behind terminator seeds, PCBs, and 
Agent Orange. 
While the Trustees of Bates might not 
have realized that Monsanto.reaps the 
benefits from AstroTurf, the people debat¬ 
ing the installation of a new field certainly 
knew about the hazards of playing on syn¬ 
thetic surfaces. A committee of the athletic 
director and coaches studied NCAA sta¬ 
tistics of athlete injuries on turf versus 
grass. However grim the statistics looked 
for football players, the study showed less 
injuries for lacrosse and field hockey play¬ 
ers. Pressed for fields due to the construc¬ 
tion of tennis courts over the old soccer 
and field hockey field, the committee ra¬ 
tionalized that they could construct the 
field, keep the football and rugby players 
far away from it’s dangers, and allow the 
field hockey, lacrosse, frisbee, and intra¬ 
mural teams to utilize the formerly unus¬ 
able space. 
Ardent opposition arose against the 
thought of ruthlessly chopping down the 
trees next to Merril Gymnasium, so plop¬ 
ping the geological equivalent of a park¬ 
ing lot on the John Bertram field didn’t 
seem like such a bad second option for the 
environment. Maybe all the napkins the 
environmentally-concious Dining Service 
recycles can.be used by the Athletic De¬ 
partment to sop up any water that the field 
will displace. The AstroTurf company cer¬ 
tainly won’t be taking care of the problem 
since Monsanto will only buy excess wa¬ 
ter if it happens to be a crucial farming 
and drinking resource in a Third World 
country. 
The AstroTurf’s benefits, which make 
it worth three natural grass fields in the 
opinion of the Athletic Director, is that it 
provides a longer playing season and re¬ 
quires less maintenance. And since eight 
of ten NESCAC schools aren’t accustomed 
to playing on turf, the Bobcats will revel 
in their unnatural advantage over the col¬ 
leges which haven’t invested money in 
Monsanto. Furthermore, the field appar¬ 
ently has the capability to highlight play¬ 
ers’ talents, which will impress new ath¬ 
lete recruits and parents alike as bleach¬ 
ers are wheeled onto the Physical Plant 
access road on game days. Mitigating the 
safety drawbacks, the field is a newer 
model with lowered rates of cleat lock, 
when players feet stick to the turf, and 
improved safety in regards to dry/wet trac¬ 
tion 
Yet, simply by looking at the turf and 
standing on it for a few seconds, its un¬ 
forgiving hardness is apparent. A layer of 
concrete under the surface decreases 
shock absorption for athletes pounding on 
the field, despite an E-layer of less than 
an inch placed under the turf and the quar¬ 
ter-inch synthetic grass and paint on top. 
The overall benefits of an AstroTurf field 
at a small college like Bates remains ques¬ 
tionable. A natural grass field wjth heat¬ 
ing coils installed under the surface could 
Since eight of ten NESCAC 
schools aren't accustomed to 
playing on turf, the Bobcats 
will revel in their unnatural 
advantage over the colleges 
which haven't invested money 
in Monsanto. 
have extended the playing season at the 
same financial cost and a lower environ¬ 
mental and safety cost. Due to the limited 
number of sports that are supposedly safe 
to play on the AstroTurf, the field will not 
offer that much flexibility to sports sched¬ 
uling. The Ultimate Frisbee team is lined 
up to play on the AstroTurf, but for play¬ 
ers without padding who are used to div¬ 
ing for disks, the turf presents an unnec¬ 
essarily abrasive and threatening surface. 
Meanwhile the Athletic Department will let 
intramural events occur on the field, open¬ 
ing up the possibility of amateurs getting 
serious skin, bone, and muscle injuries. At 
least, the college had the foresight to put 
the turf on the side of campus closest to 
St. Mary’s Hospital. 
BATES RATES 
Password 
Overhaul 
2000 
Now to get into parties, first- 
year girls must login: ImEz 
Maxi-flex 
Grid 
Sounds like a new improved 
feminine hygiene product, 
but 5 days on it is still 5 
days in pain. 
Off-campus 
party 
crackdowns 
Bobcats might have to move 
their ragers to Lisbon 
street- at least men’s health 
magazines will rate Bates 
more “male friendly.” 
Ben and 
Jerry’s Night 
at the Silo 
Minutes past opening, the 
ice cream party was cleaned 
out- the starving masses 
were told “Let them drink 
beer” 
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Shopping at the market President Harward cheers new year 
The Importance of Rational Discourse in the 
Marketplace of Ideas 
By Whitman L. 
Holt 
Opinion Columnist 
Few metaphors 
are as enduring 
as Justice Oliver 
Wendell Holmes’ 
marketplace of 
ideas. Within his 
dissent in the 
1919 Supreme 
Court case Abrams v. United States, 
Holmes described a vibrant intellectual 
arena where rational ideas compete 
against one another in order to determine 
the ultimate truth of any subject. Holmes 
emphasized the importance of allowing all 
• positions to compete freely in the market 
if truth is to be discerned. 
The idea that Holmes’ expression was 
intended to represent is often horribly 
twisted in many contemporary academic 
settings. All too often, individuals cite 
Holmes’ words to rationalize the exclusion 
of a particular strain of thought. During 
my time at Bates, I have observed students 
and faculty use Holmes’ phrase to silence 
‘conservative’ viewpoints in the class¬ 
room. By doing so, these members of the 
Bates community presume that they al¬ 
ready have realized some greater truth 
and that whatever argument the ‘conser¬ 
vative’ student could make would only 
cloud their more enlightened participation 
in the market. This becomes a much larger 
problem when one considers the number 
of individuals who believe that they have 
no obligation to justify their positions 
through rational argument. 
I have encountered numerous 
students who are convinced 
that stating what they "be¬ 
lieve" or "feel" to be true, 
without providing any sort of 
justification or analysis, is 
sufficient participation in the 
intellectual marketplace. 
The presumption that an assertion is a 
substitute for a well-constructed argument 
seems to be a far too common trend among 
Bates students. In the course of my par¬ 
ticipation in various extracurricular ac¬ 
tivities and classroom discussions at 
Bates,} have encountered numerous stu¬ 
dents who are convinced that stating what 
they “believe” or “feel” to be true, without 
providing any sort of justification or analy¬ 
sis, is sufficient participation in the intel¬ 
lectual marketplace. In fact, these same 
individuals often protest against students 
who attempt to engage them in discussion 
or debate by claiming that their “freedom” 
to posit ideas is being restricted. The re¬ 
alization that they were never truly par¬ 
ticipating in the marketplace rarely seems 
to occur. 
The purpose of this column is to stimu¬ 
late discourse in the Bates community (if 
one believes that such an entity truly ex¬ 
ists) by introducing a number of topics and 
Holmes emphasized the 
importance of allowing all 
positions to compete freely 
in the market if truth is to be 
discerned... During my time 
at Bates, I have observed 
students and faculty use 
Holmes' phrase to silence 
'conservative' viewpoints in 
the classroom. 
ideas into our marketplace. In doing so, I 
hope to consistently demonstrate an abil¬ 
ity to formulate a cogent argument by uti¬ 
lizing empirical evidence and rational 
analysis to support the major contentions 
that I make. I suspect that many people 
will disagree with me, and I welcome these 
individuals to engage my ideas. 
However, I humbly ask that anyone who 
chooses to contest my arguments support, 
explain, and justify their position. Only 
then, will the Bates community be able to 
weigh ideas and arguments based on their 
worth, rather than subjective beliefs. 
In conclusion, I encourage all members 
of the Bates community to actively partici¬ 
pate (or “shop,” as the title of my column 
implies) at the Bates market by introduc¬ 
ing interesting and contentious ideas. 
However, one should do so only if s/he can 
actually provide support for their argu¬ 
ment and not simply promulgate a series 
of worthless assertions. By doing so, each 
of us can play an active role in our mutual 
search for truth and realize Holmes’ vision 
of the marketplace of ideas. 
Whitman L. Holt ’02 is a Political Sci- 
p.nr.p. and Philosophy dtmhlc-majnr._ 
Continued from paye 2 
* New athletic facilities open this fall; 
the track, hopefully, will be complete by the 
end of the spring. 
* Our 10-year reaccreditation review 
occurs in November; it is an expected review, 
including a self-study (which is on the Web). 
* Our facilities (buildings and fields) 
now exhaust the campus footprint. Parking 
remains a chronic issue, although the com¬ 
bination of plans and policies developed last 
spring have been generally well received. 
Many thanks to the RA for their help. 
* Shuttle service will run to local des¬ 
tinations on weekends; buses to Portland, 
Freeport and Boston are also scheduled. 
* Two newly-endowed professorships 
will be filled this year- The Johnson Founda¬ 
tion Professor in interdisciplinary studies 
and the Moody Family Professorship in the 
performing arts. 
* The thesis is being strengthened, 
with the faculty members being supported 
by foundation grants to test ways to enhance 
the current thesis program. 
* We work at making progress in di¬ 
versifying the College- the work continues 
(our Faculty, for instance, is the most diverse 
among all institutions in Maine); foundation 
grant support and the commitment of re¬ 
sources (funds and people) throughout the 
College will enhance the mentoring program, 
diversity training, admissions efforts, aca¬ 
demic programs, and climate issues. 
* Through the Barlow endowment, we 
are now able to support features of study 
abroad, making possible opportunities for 
students to enhance significantly their travel, 
relate study abroad to service, or to research, 
and help achieve greater cohesion among 
their overall interests. 
Citizens of the neighborhoods 
near Frye Street and those near 
Mountain Avenue have met to 
address the problems of noise 
and unacceptable behavior and 
disruptions caused by students. 
* External reviews of the College re¬ 
main most positive, featuring attention to 
academic qualities. 
* Improvements to technology on cam¬ 
pus continue; significant equipment and per¬ 
sonnel have been added this year especially 
to facilitate web use. 
RA President welcomes Bobcats 
Continued from page 2 
ORGANIZATION FUNDING: The RA alio 
cates the student activities budget to the doz¬ 
ens of campus organizations that are cen¬ 
tral to life at Bates. This year, the RA will 
divvy up a whopping $363,000. In addition, 
the RA cosponsors (financially supports) 
events all the time. The money is there for 
the asking. Money is a big deal. Its power can 
play a big role in shaping the life of the cam¬ 
pus. We try to spread the wealth in such a 
way that enhances Bates life as much as pos¬ 
sible. 
COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS/ELEC¬ 
TIONS: The RA approves appointments and 
runs elections for student seats on over 
twenty committees. Among these are the Stu¬ 
dent Conduct Committee, Athletics, and Ad¬ 
missions and Financial Aid Committees. New 
this year, the RA will appoint in coming days 
the first Parking Permit Appeals Committee. 
TIMELY ISSUES: The RA often takes up 
issues of concern as they arise. We are the 
voice of the student body. One example was 
the RA working to open up Pettengill Hall for 
24 hour access last spring. Other issues of 
importance to students last year included 
dorm damage, student organization office 
space, and the OneCard system. There are 
probably some issues in this very paper you 
are reading that we may get involved in... 
I hope this has put some meat on the bare 
bones of those initials “RA” that you see on 
campus posters, written in e-mails, and in 
this paper. 
* Thirty-five new faculty members, 
including leave replacements, joined Bates 
this week. The 10-to-l student-to-faculty 
ratio is our lowest; the percentage of classes 
with fewer than 20 students now character¬ 
izes 2/3rds of all course offerings. 
* Campus-wide Committees (each in¬ 
cludes student members selected by the RA) 
are considering the needs and “programs” 
for a new Campus Center, for Coram reno¬ 
vations and for a Chase Hall renovation. Ini¬ 
tial reports are expected by January 2001. 
* In support of students in the sci¬ 
ences, Bates has received a $1.3 million grant 
from the Howard Hughes Medical Institute, 
the nation’s largest private supporter of sci¬ 
ence education. 
* The number of secondary concen¬ 
trations has doubled in the last four years; 
the percentage of seniors graduating with 
both a major and a minor field of concentra¬ 
tion has increased by nearly 50%. Now, nearly 
14% of the students are majoring in an inter¬ 
disciplinary area. 
* Service Learning continues to flour¬ 
ish, including the development of ways to 
connect service experiences to student re¬ 
search and theses. 
* Eighty-eight percent of the members 
of the graduating Class of 2000 wrote a se¬ 
nior thesis or completed an equivalent senior 
project, performance, or creative work. 
* Sixty-five percent of the student body 
receive some credit for study abroad during 
their time at Bates. 
* The Johnson Foundation has indi¬ 
cated initial interest in considering a major 
grant that would enable Bates to lay claim 
to leadership in the offering and presenta¬ 
tion of a central model for learning — valu- 
We work at making progress in 
diversifying the College... foun¬ 
dation grant support and the 
commitment of resources (funds 
and people) throughout the 
College will enhance the 
mentoring program, diversity 
training, admissions efforts, 
academic programs, and cli¬ 
mate issues. 
ing and strengthening what we do as a model 
for residential liberal arts and sciences edu¬ 
cation. 
* Citizens of the neighborhoods near 
Frye Street and those near Mountain Avenue 
have met to address the problems of noise 
and unacceptable behavior and disruptions 
caused by students. Thank you for your part 
in helping to find positive ways of resolving 
these concerns. 
* The College and community collabo¬ 
ration, LA Excels, has moved from planning 
and preparation phases to the initial steps 
of funding and implementation for selected 
transforming projects — they include a pro¬ 
posed arts center and museum project, a 
conference center (integrated with the re¬ 
cently-announced major hotel and business 
complex), a civic institute encouraging civic 
engagement, a scholarship program for 
Lewiston/ Auburn school students, and an 
environmental greenways project. Please 
contact Beckie Conrad in Coram if you are 
interested in being connected to any of these 
proposed projects. You’d be most welcome. 
* A major conference on Haiti (includ¬ 
ing national and international scholars, and 
encouraging student participation), new 
courses in Asian Art, additional faculty in 
Environmental Studies, a “rainbow” of pro¬ 
grams and activities sponsored by the 
Multicultural Center, a theme house attend¬ 
ing to dimensions of spiritual life, nearly 1/2 
of the first year class trying out for varsity 
athletic programs, successful AESOP trips 
(with kudos, to the student leaders), a new, 
more flexible class schedule in place ... all 
features that characterize this fall semester. 
You and your fellow students make the 
College so much more than these glimpses 
of successes, challenges, activities and op¬ 
portunities. Bates is more than a place, a 
culture, a set of ideas and ideals, a history, a 
center of learning and principled tension, a 
home, a community, a changing set of per¬ 
sonal identities, an opportunity to take risks, 
a source of energy and activism. It is your 
college. And, it has (not only at the begin¬ 
ning of term, but as its essential feature) po¬ 
tential. You, as students, actualize it, you 
make the potential real. We look forward to 
that. 
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Kozol Opens Academic Year 
Continued from page 1 
Kozol attacked the charges of 
conservative critics who charge 
him with being “too compassion¬ 
ate.” “Only conservatives would 
worry about being too compas¬ 
sionate.” Kozol described bring¬ 
ing a range of people, from Mr. 
Rogers to Jesse Jackson, to the 
school and church program 
where he works with the children 
to prove to them the conditions 
that these children face. 
“If politicians don’t act on 
court decisions people will, in less 
civil ways. . . Politicians don’t 
want to talk about money or 
equality. They talk about tests, 
standards, exams. . . who will 
hold society accountable?” 
Kozol finished by arguing that 
society cannot rely on charity to 
solve problems faced by children. 
“Charity is whimsical and unre¬ 
liable. Charity is seasonal. Char¬ 
ity does not effect power rela¬ 
tions.” , 
After the Convocation, Kozol 
spoke with students on the quad 
and then ate dinner at the picnic 
for the College Community. 
Kozol walking with President Harwara. 
Asad Butt/Bates Student 
"Her friends, her fam¬ 
ily and her music 
were the things she 
enjoyed the most." 
-Withrow family 
friend 
Withrow 
Killed By 
Motorist 
Continued from page 1 
and the Anchorage Folk Festival. 
She served on the Anchorage Youth 
Court, helping kids who had gotten 
in trouble. In 1998, she graduated 
with honors from Steller Secondary 
School and won a scholarship to 
Bates College, a liberal arts school. 
She was home for summer break 
and would have been a junior, 
studying English. 
“Her friends, her family and her 
music were the things she enjoyed 
the most,” said another family 
friend, Ray Booker. 
Gathering Addresses 
Off-Campus Concerns 
By Dan Neumann 
News Editor 
Off campus students met with Deans of 
Students Branham, Tannenbaum, Gurney, 
Reese, Security Officer Chris Cuevas, and 
President Harward on Monday night to 
clarify off campus housing regulations. The 
meeting was prompted by concerns voiced 
this summer by residents of Lewiston who 
reside close to campus 
over issues about diffi¬ 
culties with off campus 
students. 
Dean Branham be¬ 
gan the meeting with an 
explanation of the rules 
and regulations con¬ 
cerning students who 
live off campus. The 
Lewiston City Planning 
Board was inundated 
over the summer with 
complaints from neigh¬ 
bors of previous off cam¬ 
pus students over prop¬ 
erty destruction, noise, vandalism, and pub¬ 
lic urination. 
Branham informed off campus students 
that in order to efficiently deal with off cam¬ 
pus complaints, a new protocol had been ini¬ 
tiated. The new protocol asks that any com¬ 
plaints about off campus situations now be 
answered by the police. However, off cam¬ 
pus students who are found to be in viola¬ 
tion of the law will still have to answer to the 
Student Conduct Committee for any infrac¬ 
tions they make to the Student Code of Con¬ 
duct. 
The announcement was greeted with 
mixed feelings from off campus students. 
Tate Curti, a senior, asked “What legal right 
does security have to come onto private prop¬ 
erty?” Branham responded that as a student 
of Bates College, security has the right to 
respond to any potential infractions. The 
College legal council has reviewed this pro¬ 
cedure, and has agreed with the legality of 
the procedure. 
Joe McKenna, also a senior, asked “How 
do I deal with someone who is not my guest 
but who is disturbing the neighborhood?” 
Branham responded by 
saying that off campus stu¬ 
dents should not hesitate to 
alert security. Also, if the 
individuals creating any 
damage where guests at 
your party, under Maine 
state law you are partly re¬ 
sponsible for any damage 
that occurs on their way 
back to campus. 
Senior Andy Stanton 
asked his fellow off campus 
students to take more re¬ 
sponsibility for their ac¬ 
tions. “We have more re¬ 
sponsibility now that we are not living on 
campus. We aren’t living under the veil of 
security that is provided by the college. If 
we were ordinary residents living in an apart¬ 
ment, we would not have Deans backing us 
up." 
Branham finished the meeting by inform¬ 
ing off campus students that on campus 
members of the college would be meeting 
with their RCs and JAs to discuss their role 
in off campus damage. The off campus stu¬ 
dents greeted the announcement with skep¬ 
ticism; many doubted the effect that a warn¬ 
ing from an RC would have any noticeable 
effect. 
“How do I deal with 
someone who is not 
my guest but who is 
disturbing the neigh¬ 
borhood?” 
- Joe McKenna 
Varsity Athletes Sign 
Hazing Agreement 
Continued from page 1 
ter and Spring athletes will ink the agree¬ 
ment before their respective seasons be¬ 
gin. 
Coffey says the statement was a result 
of a few factors. A study by Alfred Univer¬ 
sity issued in August of 1999 revealed just 
how real the dangers of hazing are. The 
topic also was a major area of discussion 
at the annual ECAC meeting in the fall of 
1999 and a NESCAC Conference meeting 
during Short Term 2000. 
Just what does the document mean to 
Bates? Coffey hopes it will act as a “deter¬ 
rent” to all forms of hazing, forcing ath¬ 
letes to think before they engage in any 
sort of initiation activity. 
Despite what some athletes believe, 
their coaches don’t always know what they 
are doing off the playing field. 
“I coached here for ten years,” added 
Coffey. “You know some of what goes on 
with your team, but you don’t know the 
whole story” 
“[Initiation] issues arise on an almost 
annual basis,” commented Coffey in refer¬ 
encing Bates. “Hazing occurs on every 
campus.” 
As for what happens if an athlete 
breaks this policy, the Athletic Director 
says it allows Bates to “run the gamut” of 
punishments, whether that disciplinary 
action is handed down internally by the 
Athletic Department or the Student Con¬ 
duct Committee. 
For individuals, that punishment can 
include “suspension from the team and/ 
or the college, or expulsion from the team 
and/or college.” 
According to the policy, groups are sub¬ 
ject to “team probation, cancellation of in¬ 
dividual contests, and/or the cancellation . 
of the entire season.” 
Coffey has not released the name of any 
student other than junior soccer player 
Drew Weymouth to have input on a docu¬ 
ment that effects roughly two-thirds of the 
campus. 
Weymouth was selected by Coffey to 
represent Bates at the NESCAC meeting 
this past spring. 
Student-athletes have mixed reactions 
to the policy. 
“It’s ridiculous... if we had a so called 
party after the season we’d get in trouble 
no matter what,” said a senior-female ath¬ 
lete. “Even drinking with your teammates 
is assumed to be hazing.” 
SPRING BREAK 2001 
Hiring On-Campus Reps 
SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH, GO FREE!! 
Student Travel Services 
America’s #1 Student Tour Operator 
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas, Europe, Florida 
1-800-648-4849 
www.gospringbreak.com 
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Harward to Step Down in 2002 
By Jennifer Giblin 
and Dan Neumann 
Editorial Board 
This summer, in a surprising an¬ 
nouncement to the college commu¬ 
nity, Donald W Harward revealed 
that he will step down as president 
in June of 2002. 
Bates College’s sixth president 
in its 145 year history, Harward 
came to the school in 1989 from the 
College of Wooster where he was 
vice president for academic affairs 
and professor of philosophy. A na¬ 
tive of Baltimore, Harward received 
a doctorate in philosophy from the 
University of Maryland. 
Harward wanted to “transition 
when the college is at a positive 
time. . . All plans we have talked 
about are achieved or are on the 
path to being achieved.” He has 
agreed to stay on for a third year 
to continue fundraising or to aide 
the new president “at the will of the 
trustee board.” 
In a letter to the student body 
dated June 1,2000, Harward stated 
that “the College excels on virtually 
every front, and all of us take pride 
in these accomplishments.” 
Harward urged continued dedi¬ 
cation to the work of the College. 
“We have much to do, including suc¬ 
ceeding in the formative phase of 
the largest campaign in the 
College’s history. We have the po¬ 
tential to realize a more integrated 
and superior academic program 
and to take significant steps in con¬ 
firming greater diversity for the 
College, greater student engage¬ 
ment, and the strengthening of the 
campus community.” 
In his tenure at Bates, Harward 
has worked to increase the school’s 
strong academic reputation. In 
eleven years, the number of faculty 
has increased 30%. The diversity 
of the faculty has likewise in¬ 
creased with more female profes¬ 
sors and faculty of color. Further, 
much of his time has been dedi¬ 
cated to “confirmation of the aca¬ 
demic quality of Bates. [This in¬ 
cludes] integrating student-faculty 
research with faculty interests and 
focus on thesis. Using this pattern 
or model of undergraduate educa¬ 
tion, Bates [presents] it as an ex¬ 
emplar.” 
In an interview with The Stu¬ 
dent, Harward shared experiences 
from his time at Bates. “I’ve tried 
to support students, to be there to 
applaud them, to share times of 
great happiness and to ask them to 
meet their responsibilities.” Al¬ 
though he laments that the “pull” 
of fundraising often takes him away 
from campus, Harward attempts to 
be a friendly presence on campus. 
Whether sipping coffee at Com¬ 
mons, cheering on the Bates foot¬ 
ball team, or attending a 
Merrimanders concert, Harward 
makes an effort to connect to stu¬ 
dents. 
One of the hallmarks of 
Harward’s presidency is his in¬ 
volvement in the Lewiston-Auburn 
community. Harward was the 
founding member and current chair 
of L/A Excels, a dedicated nonprofit 
group of political, civic, business, 
educational, health services, and 
social and cultural leadership of 
Lewiston and Auburn. 
Rebbeca Conrad, Bates alumnus 
and Director of L/A Excels, credits 
Harward with the success of the 
organization. “President Harward 
literally ‘opened doors’ to the com¬ 
munity when he arrived in 1989... 
He made community outreach an 
institutional priority.” Conrad went 
on to say that “[Harward’s] richest 
legacy will be to leave new leader¬ 
ship that continues his vision both 
at Bates and in the community.” 
Jay Surdukowski, president of the 
Representative Assembly, stated “I 
have a warm place in my heart for 
ardent workaholics. I have come to 
know President Harward’s routine, 
it’s one similar to my own. He is an 
early riser and often meets the 
gates of slumber late. Work, work, 
work. It’s all he does. I like know¬ 
ing that this place, where I have 
consigned four long years of my life, 
has a person of such selfless dedi¬ 
cation at its helm. His singular de¬ 
votion to this College and its people 
is admirable.” 
Though his plans for retirement 
remain “nebulous,” Harward and 
his wife are considering joining the 
Peace Corps, Vista, or the Teach¬ 
ing Corps. He is also fielding of¬ 
fers to edit journals or serve as a 
consultant. He also plans to return 
to writing. Instead of addressing 
questions of philosophy and logic, 
however, he will write on civic and 
social responsibility. Although he 
will miss his place in academia, 
Harward is “trying not to focus on 
the conclusion of something that 
has defined my life... Instead, my 
focus is on what it means to move 
into new experiences.” 
The Following is the document distributed to all Fall varsity athletes on 
Wednesday September 6: 
Bates College - Department of Athletics 
Student Athlete Agreement Concerning Hazing and Dangerous Initiation Activities 
Name: Team: Box# 
The Bates College Department of Athletics supports only those activities which are constructive, educational, inspira¬ 
tional, and that contribute to the intellectual and personal development of students. Bates Athletics unequivocally op¬ 
poses any situation created intentionally to produce mental or physical harm, embarrassment, harassment, or ridicule. 
Bates interprets hazing and/or dangerous initiation activities as any act whether physical, mental, emotional, or psycho¬ 
logical, which subjects another person, voluntarily or involuntarily, to anything that may abuse, mistreat, degrade, hu¬ 
miliate, harass, or intimdate him/her, or which may in any fashion compromise his/her inherent dignity as a person. In 
addition, any requirements by a member, which compels another member to participate in any activity against College 
policy or state or federal law, will be defined as hazing. 
Actions and activities which are prohibited include, but are not limited to, the following: 
- Any type of initiation or other activity where there is an expectation of individuals joining a particular team to partici¬ 
pate in behavior designed to humiliate, degrade, or abuse them regardless of the person’s willingness to participate. 
Forcing, requiring, or pressuring an individual to consume alcohol or any other substance. 
Forcing, requiring, or pressuring an individual to shave any part of their body including hair on their head. 
Any requirement or pressure put on an individual to participate in any activity which is illegal, perverse, publicly inde¬ 
cent, or contrary to his/her genuine moral beliefs, e.g., public profanity, indecent or lewd conduct, or sexual gestures in 
public. , 
Required eating of anything an individual would refuse to eat otherwise. 
Any activity or actioni that creates a risk to health, safety, or property of the College or any member of its community. 
Assigning or endorsing pranks such as stealing or harassment of another individual or organization. 
Forcing, encouraging, or pressuring individuals to wear apparel which is conspicuous and designed to humiliate the 
individual wearing it. 
Requiring nudity at any time. 
Morally degrading or humiliating games or other activity that makes an individual the object of amusement, ridicule, or 
intimidation. 
Subjecting an individual to cruel or harassing language or other unusual psychological conditions. 
I have been given the opportunity to read this policy and understand ti following: 
(Initial)_I understand the policy and regulations of the Athletics Department pertaining to the prohibition of hazing 
and/or dangerous initiation activities. 
(Initial)_I have read the above examples of prohibited behavior and I agree and promise not to participate in any 
activity deemed to be hazing or a dangerous initiation activty. 
(Initial)_I understand that if I am found in violation of this policy I will be subjected to discipline that may include 
Athletics Department or College Probation, suspension from the team and/or the College, or expulsion from the team 
and/or College. In addition, I am aware that the team may be subject to group discipline that can include team probation, 
cancellation of individual contests, and/or the cancellation of the entire season. 
My Signature below indicates that I have read and retained a copy of the Bates College Athletics Policy on Hazing and 
Dangerous Initiations Activities. 
Signature of Team Member_Date_ 
Vans to Transport 
Students Around 
Lewiston-Auburn 
By Dan Neumann 
News Editor 
Bates College students now have a free shuttle ser¬ 
vice to travel around the Lewiston Auburn area on week¬ 
ends. The shuttle departs every hour on the hour from 
Chase Hall and makes stops at a variety of destinations. 
The vans drive on half hour shifts. On the hour, the van 
departs for stops in Auburn. The van returns at 33 min¬ 
utes past the hour and then leaves for stops in Lewiston. 
The van will wait for approximately two minutes at each 
stop. It will run from 6 to midnight on Friday and Satur- 
i' j.y: d from noon to 6pm on Sunday. 
Bates will now also be running a free bus each week¬ 
end, alternating weekend trips to Boston and Portland. 
Saturday, Sept. 9’s trip to Portland had 44 people on it. 
The administration hopes that free transportation around 
Lewiston-Auburn and to Portland and Boston will cut 
demand for student-owned cars on campus. Demand for 
on campus parking has skyrocketed in recent years, and 
with construction in Merrill Parking Lot, spaces are 
scarcer than ever. As of November 15, overnight parking 
on the street is prohibited. Sign up at the CSA office in 
Chase Hall. 
Little Lad's 
Basket 
Bakery and Cafe 
24 Pine Street, 
Lewiston, Maine 04032 
(207) 784-7922 
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Performers Help 
Orient First-Years 
By Dan Neumann 
News Editor 
On Saturday, September 2, the class of 
2004 officially arrived on campus and were 
greeted by an energetic Jay Surdukowski at 
Pettingili Hall for registration. Dean of Stu¬ 
dents F. Celeste Branham and Keith 
Tannenbaum spoke to parents in Olin Arts 
Center. Later in the evening, under a sky 
that was threatening rain, the Deansmen, 
Merrimanders, and the Bates Modern Dance 
Company performed. 
The Bates Modern Dance Company began 
the evening program with five pieces. The 
dancers were Devon Fitchett, Lindsay 
Goodman, Zoia Cisneros, Kristin Smith, and 
Sarah Miller. The pieces were correographed 
by Fitchett, Cisneros, John AmbrOsino, and 
Marcie Plavin, the director of the Company. 
Music used included pieces by Bach, Aretha 
Franklin, and traditional African music. 
The Company was followed by the 
Merrimanders, comprised of Lindsay White, 
Cle Franklin, Juliana Russo, and others. The 
Merrimanders sang two songs followed by 
the Deansmen, with the help of three alumni, 
with two songs oftheir own; “Flip Top Twister 
of Love,” and “Up on the Roof.” Both groups 
are auditioning new members. 
On Sunday night, the lucky Batesies who 
arrived at school early were treated to the 
annual Bates Talent Show. Performers in¬ 
cluded the JAs as well as numerous first 
years. The JAs started the show by lip 
synching to Britney Spears’ “Hit Me Baby 
One More Time” and N’Sync’s “It’s Gonna be 
Me,” as well as a strip-tease and Chris 
Rogers in drag. 
The first-years and other students on 
campus this weekend were treated to an ar¬ 
ray of entertainment by some of the many 
talented members of the Bates Community. 
CMMC Competing 
for Cardiology Unit 
By Billy Karz 
Community Reporter 
In the state of Maine there are currently 
only two cardiology units. One is located 
at Eastern Maine Medical Center in 
Bangor, the other at Maine Medical Center 
in Portland. For the past year Lewiston 
has been in the process of acquiring a heart 
center at Central Maine Medical Center. 
Hospital officials have estimated that 400 
open-heart surgeries and 300 or more 
angioplasties would be performed each 
year at the new center. However, the local 
hospital has been receiving stringent op¬ 
position from MMC officials. The Portland 
based hospital filed a lengthy report that 
claimed CMMC provided inaccurate statis¬ 
tics to the Department of Human Services 
(DHS). MMC is questioning everything 
from CMMC’s defined service area to the 
number of procedures it will perform. 
DHS officials announced on Aug. 24 that 
they were postponing their final decision 
until October 1 so they could review an in¬ 
dependent study that is being conducted 
by a Portland-based research group. DHS 
officials say that they are simply trying to 
take the time they need to make a sound 
and responsible decision. However, local 
citizens and officials decided to take the 
mattter to court rather than wait. 
Justice S. Kirk Studstrup agreed that 
the process should be expedited and has 
given all of the affected parties - DHS, 
Maine Medical Center and Maine General 
Medical Center in Augusta - until Septem¬ 
ber 15 to file their arguments. A hearing 
could be held as early as September 18. 
This is not the first confict between 
Portland and Lewiston. Earlier this year 
the U.S. Postal Service announced it would 
relocate the Portland mail processing cen¬ 
ter here in Lewiston, however, after pro¬ 
tests from Portland workers, Scarborough 
was assigned to host the governmental 
agency. 
“Two years ago, two fifteen 
passenger vans were 
flipped by Bates students; 
both were totaled. ” 
-Keith Tannenbaum 
Student Van 
Driving 
Policy 
Revised 
By Dan Neumann 
News Editor 
Bates Students wishing to drive school- 
owned, leased, or rented vans this year will 
face a stricter driving policy than in years 
past. The school’s insurance company from 
last year decided to “cut their losses” accord¬ 
ing the Dean of Students Keith Tannenbaum 
and raised their insurance rates for the Col¬ 
lege. 
In an interview with The Student, 
Tannenbaum stated, “from a business stand¬ 
point, it’s tough to disagree with them. Two 
years ago, two fifteen passenger vans were 
flipped by Bates students; both were totaled.” 
While there have been a “number of acci¬ 
dents,” the decision by the insurance com¬ 
pany was “less about quantity [of accidents] 
than quality, by having two vans rolled in one 
year.” 
The college eventually decided to break 
from that company and has signed with a new 
insurance company. The new company will 
allow students to drive vans, under stricter 
guidelines. The policy affects all students 
and any employees under the age of 25. 
First, the “unmonitored passage of keys” 
among students will no longer be tolerated. 
Second, students wishing to drive vans will 
have to go through a three step process. 
First, a one hour classroom “driver reedu¬ 
cation” class. Second, students must com¬ 
plete a behind the wheel test with an instruc¬ 
tor from a driving company. Third, students 
must allow the college to view their driving 
records. The policy states that any driver 
with “more than two infractions in the past 
36 months cannot operate Bates vehicles.” 
The new policy came into affect in July 2000. 
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Compassionate Republicans and Populist 
Democrats: The Summer in Politics 
By Dominick and Matteo Pangallo 
Election Correspondents 
The election for the next leader 
of the free world is just around the 
corner; coming up this November. 
The 2000 Presidential campaign 
will culminate in what will be, for 
most Batesies, the first Presiden¬ 
tial election in which we can vote, 
and the first American President of 
the 21st century. Record amounts 
of money are being spent by all of 
the candidates. Yet, according to 
Harvard University’s Vanishing 
Voter Project, the 2000 elections are 
projected to have the lowest voter 
’ turnout ever in American history. 
In order to do our part to help com¬ 
bat this troubling disparity, The 
Student offers this column to the 
Bates community. Each week, we 
will bring you up-to-date coverage 
of important political events, the 
latest polls, candidate profiles, and 
- in our editorial column Smokey 
Room Talk, located in the Forum 
section - news analysis and discus¬ 
sion. So, lets get the ball rolling 
with a look at what happened this 
summer. 
First up The Republican Vice 
Presidential Nominee. 59 year old 
Richard Cheney entered national 
politics in 1969 with a number of 
posts in the Nixon Administration. 
From November 1975 to January 
1977, Cheney served as President 
Ford’s Chief of Staff. In 1978, 
Cheney returned to his home state 
of Wyoming and was elected to 
what was his first of six consecu¬ 
tive terms in the United States Con¬ 
gress. In Congress, Cheney was 
well known for his ability to speak 
centrist rhetoric while compiling 
one of the most conservative vot¬ 
ing records in his party. This even¬ 
tually won him the position of 
House Minority Whip from 1988 to 
1989. In 1989, Cheney resigned his 
seat in the Congress to accept a 
nomination to President Bush’s 
cabinet as Secretary of Defense. As 
the Secretary of Defense, Cheney 
coordinated the US invasion of 
Panama and Operation Desert 
Storm against Iraq. After his stint 
as Secretary of Defense, Cheney 
entered the private sector as the 
Chairman/CEO of the Texas-based 
Halliburton Company one of the 
largest oil companies in America. 
This summer, Texas Governor 
George W. Bush tapped Cheney as 
his running mate. A history of 
health problems - including three 
mild heart attacks and bypass sur¬ 
gery - in his recent past has raised 
a number of concerns with voters. 
Cheney was clearly not picked for 
his energetic campaigning style or 
his ability to garner electoral votes 
(Wyoming has three). However, 
most see Cheney as a safe and de¬ 
pendable Republican candidate. 
The Democratic Vice Presi¬ 
dential Nominee. Joseph 
Lieberman’s first bid for national 
office took place in 1988 when he 
ran a successful upset campaign 
against incumbent Senator Lowell 
Weicker (R) in his home state of 
Connecticut. Lieberman was re¬ 
elected by an overwhelming margin 
in 1994. Prior to his service in the 
US Senate, Lieberman was State 
Senate Majority Leader in Con¬ 
necticut, lost a race in 1978 for 
Lieutenant Governor and a race for 
Congress in 1980, and served two 
full terms as Connecticut Attorney 
General. 
Lieberman is considered a 
centrist Democrat and one of the 
core members of the moderate 
Democratic Leadership Council. 
He was the first major Democratic 
leader to openly criticize President 
Clinton’s behavior during the 
Lewinsky scandal (though he even¬ 
tually voted not to convict). Some 
point to this as the reason behind 
his selection as HR? Democratic 
Vice Presidential nominee; he helps 
distance Vice President A1 Gore 
from President Clinton and his as¬ 
sociated scandals. 
Although he has supported 
some positions in the past that are 
contrary to Democratic party policy 
(school vouchers and an opposition 
to affirmative action), Lieberman 
has indicated that, since the top of 
the ticket makes policy, he would 
fully support the traditional party 
platforms on these issues. Some 
critics claim this indicates that 
Lieberman would sell out his prin¬ 
ciples for the nomination. 
An Orthodox Jew, Lieberman 
is viewed as intensely moral and 
virtuous. Many say he will bring a 
great deal of integrity to the Demo¬ 
cratic ticket. He is also expected 
to help First Lady Hillary Clinton 
in her Senate race in New York due 
to that state’s large Jewish popu¬ 
lation, as well as boost Gore in 
some key states such as New Jer¬ 
sey and Florida. 
The Shadow Conventions and 
the protests. In addition to the tra¬ 
ditional convention activities in 
Philadelphia and Los Angeles, this 
year’s presidential campaign has 
witnessed a dramatic rise in vocal 
protest movements. Taking their 
cue from the effectiveness and or¬ 
ganizational success of the Seattle 
World Trade Organization protests, 
these groups are turning towards 
more grassroots tactics in an effort 
to achieve their goals. 
At the Shadow Conventions, the 
media and the public were invited 
to consider in-depth rather contro¬ 
versial topics - topics typically 
shunned by the major parties. 
World hunger, deforestation of 
tropical regions, the AIDS epi¬ 
demic, the proliferation of nuclear 
weapons, the lack of national 
health care, falling literacy rates, 
rising ocean levels, and even the 
disposal of waste in outer space 
were amongst the many issues ad¬ 
dressed at the Shadow Conven¬ 
tions. 
Less formal but by no means 
any less coordinated than the 
Shadow Conventions were the 
street protests held in Los Angeles 
and Philadelphia during the con¬ 
ventions. In Philadelphia, protest¬ 
ors exercised direct-action civil dis¬ 
obedience in order to criticize the 
criminal justice system in the 
United States. Issues such as capi¬ 
tal punishment, prison overcrowd¬ 
ing, the prison industrial complex, 
the criminalization of youth, and 
the arrest of Mumia Abu-Jamal 
were featured during the protest. 
Many of the protestors themselves 
were jailed. As of today, 48 of the 
Philadelphia protestors remain in¬ 
carcerated - 3 facing felony 
charges, the rest charges of misde¬ 
meanors. 
In Los Angeles, a larger variety 
of issues were addressed by the 
protestors. Some of the issues even 
struck at a global level. Groups, 
such as the rapidly growing Ruckus 
Society, trained and organized 
demonstrators who marched 
through the streets of the city to 
sound off a plethora of concerns. In 
the spirit of the Seattle protests, 
these protests were designed to be 
peaceful and non-aggressive. Some 
groups would hold hands in a giant 
circle, blocking traffic for hours; 
one group created a giant puppet 
of a man’s head and hands to draw 
attention to themselves. All of this 
served to stir up people’s passions 
about particularly delicate issues 
regarding labor rights, social ser¬ 
vices, education reform, deforesta¬ 
tion, and other progressive topics. 
The latest available national 
popularity poll from Fox News/ 
Opinion Dynamics has Bush at 
40%, Gore at 44%, Nader at 4%, and 
Buchanan at 2%. 10% of respon¬ 
dents were not sure. The poll was 
taken of 773 likely voters and has a 
margin of error of +/-4%. For more 
polls visit www.gallup.com/Elec- 
tion2000 and http:// 
www.pollingreport.com/ 
wh2gen.htm. 
ass®* w 
College is an art and a science. 
Soon enough, you’ll discover the proper course of 
study is figuring out the brave new world while 
expending as little effort as possible. 
Which brings us to the subject of CompuBank. 
CompuBank isn’t just around the comer. It’s right 
in your room. Right on your computer. You get free 
basic checking, free savings and access to free 
ATM networks. You get a CompuBank check card 
to use anyplace Visa is accepted. 
And, when you run out of money about every other 
week, your mom and dad can wire you more — free. 
Log on to www.CompuBank.com 
Click on Circle of Friends™ to learn how you can 
earn $40 for each friend you refer who opens and 
funds a CompuBank account. 
You can open an account right online and approval 
can happen within minutes. 
Have you ever tried swallowing a goldfish1 
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The Merrill parkinglot under construction 
Erin Mullin/The Bates Student 
Permits 
in High 
Demand 
aturally, the country’s premiere leadership school 
offers only the finest classrooms. 
What else would you expect from the world's toughest graduate school— wolls? We're here to 
turn college men and women into leaders. People who command respect. Individuals who m jr # 
seek challenge. Like directions to the campus? Call btuxbmarines. Or visit us at 
www.marineoffichr.COM. You'd be surprised whatjtou can learn in the woods. The Few, The Proud* 
Continued from Page 1 
believes that parking permits 
should be assigned by room. She 
claims, “I don’t think it’s fair that 
three people in a room together can 
all get permits, while another room 
of three doesn’t get any Permits 
should be distributed evenly in each 
room.” 
The Representative Assembly’s 
Parking Permit Appeals Commit¬ 
tee, which will be made up of stu¬ 
dents, will review the remaining 
petitioners to determine the recipi¬ 
ents of the 67 spaces left. Some of 
the criteria for allocating the re¬ 
maining spaces include medical 
reasons, travel issues, job issues, 
service learning, or family reasons. 
The Committee will be appointed by 
the Representative Assembly on 
September 18th, and they are ex¬ 
pected to make their decisions by 
the 23rd or 24th, at the end of that 
week. 
DNC Chair 
Campaigns in 
Maine 
Washington DC- DNC National 
Chair Joe Andrew will visit 
Bangor and Portland to join with 
Democratic community leaders on 
Tuesday, September 12, at 11:30 
am at the Bangor Motor Inn and 
at 3:30 p.m. at Portland City Hall. 
They will be discussing the con¬ 
tinued commitment to win Maine 
for the Democratic Party and will 
discuss the vital role Maine will 
play in ensuring Democratic vic¬ 
tories across America during the 
2000 Congressional and local elec¬ 
tion cycle. 
The meeting will focus on the 
Democratic agenda for working 
families, which is soundly focused 
on issues such as improving our 
nation’s school’s children’s health 
care, and affordable prescription 
drugs. Andrew will talk about the 
current success of the Democratic 
Party and how working with A1 
Gore and Joe Lieberman will en¬ 
sure a bright future for our nation. 
LOW 
Student 
Airfares 
More Than 
100 Departure Cities 
student universe 
studentuniverse.com 
800.272.9676 
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Navigating Bates: A First-Year’s Guide 
Pat’s Pizza, located on Center St. in Auburn, is a Maine institution- Erin MullinJThe Bates Student 
and a Bates favorite. Students often head to Pat’s for their famous pizza. _ 
As a first-year student and new resident 
of both Bates and Lewiston-Auburn, Maine, 
you’ve no doubt asked yourself some of the 
following questions this past week. What’s 
the number for Dominos? (9-783-2200) Is it 
safe to eat red meat here? (sometimes) And, 
Who’s that skinny guy sitting outside Com¬ 
mons inviting you to come into “his office”? 
(Jay Surdukowski) 
The staff of The Student remembers what 
life was like back when we were freshmen— 
before we learned that taco day means get 
to Commons early, that, yes, there are indeed 
• more than just country stations on local FM 
radio, and, no, nobody really goes to those 
campus-wide semi formats. 
To ease your adjustment to Bates life, 
we’ve surveyed returning students on every¬ 
thing from best pizza to best haircuts. We 
The Ronj not only serves up Erin MultinJ 
the tastiest coffee on campus, 'Tlte Bates Student 
it’s also a quiet place for Frye 
St. residents to study. 
also have pictures of well-known campus per¬ 
sonalities (if you don’t know who they are 
yet, trust us, you will). So read on and dis¬ 
cover all the hot spots in town and on cam¬ 
pus. 
Best Restaurants 
DaVinci’s (Canal Street, Lewiston), Pat’s 
Pizza (Center Street, Auburn) and The 
Sedgely Place (Sedgely Road, Green) got the 
most votes. DaVinci’s, with its renovated- 
mill-meets-Old Italy atmosphere, serves up 
Italian food and brick-oven pizza. Pat’s is 
perhaps best known for its reasonable prices 
and great pizza (not to mention its tasty spin¬ 
ach and artichoke dip). Sedgely, meanwhile, 
gets the nod when parents are in town. It’s a 
bit more expensive and their limited menu 
changes daily. Also recommended: Thai Dish, 
Chopsticks, Black Watch, Margarita’s, and 
Graziano’s. For breakfast, Bagels & Things 
is clearly the best pick while Austin’s and 
Nothing But The Blues Cafe are the places 
to go for sandwiches and gourmet coffees. 
Worst Restaurants 
Ground Round, Applebee’s, and Governor’s. 
Reasons? Bad service, mediocre food. Stu¬ 
dents also cautioned against Chicken of 
Maine (“We’re not a chain, we’re Chicken of 
Maine”), Lewiston Social Club, and the food 
court in Walmart. 
Best Pizza 
While Dominos and Pizza Hut remain deliv¬ 
ery favorites, Pat’s is the place if you want 
to actually go out for pizza. Also scoring 
votes with Bates voters: George’s, Luigi’s, 
and Russell St. Variety. 
Best Campus Jobs 
Although the wages aren’t great, campus 
jobs still allow you rake in some extra cash 
for the weekend. So what are the best cam¬ 
pus jobs? According to Student Employment 
Coordinator Erin Harrop, “Game Room if 
you want to study, departmental assistant 
if you want to schmooze with the faculty, a 
non-academic office if you want to really 
work for your money, newspaper editor or 
nude model if you want to bring in the big 
bucks.” Other suggestions for best job: mail 
room helper, safewalk coordinator, van 
driver, and ronj worker. 
Best Classes 
There were no clear winners in this category 
as students nominated a variety of classes 
from almost every department. Receiving the 
most votes were Shakespeare (English 213 
and 214), The Holocaust in History (History 
229), and Pharmacology (Bio 320). Also 
popular with students: Musical Acoustics 
(Physics 103), Modern Irish Poetry (English 
264), Social Psychology (Psych 210), Myth, 
Folklore, and Popular Culture (Anthro 234), 
Playwriting (Theater 240), and the interdisc 
intro classes, especially African American 
Studies 140A and Women Studies 100. 
Best Professors 
The list of best professors was extensive; the 
following received at least three votes. Erica 
Rand (Art), Joseph Pelliccia and Rebecca 
Sommer (Biology), Robert Farnsworth, 
Sanford Freedman, and Lillian Nayder (En¬ 
glish), Dyke Eusden (Geology), Steve 
Hochstadt and Elizabeth Tobin (History), 
Mark Kessler (Political Science), Georgia 
Nigro and Kathy Low (Psychology), 
Stephanie Kelley (Rhetoric), Rebecca Herzig 
(Women’s Studies). 
Best Study Spots 
Without a doubt, the Perry Atrium in 
Pettengill—with its potted plants, comfy fur¬ 
niture, and running water—is the number 
one study spot on campus. Students can also 
take advantage of the departmental lounges 
for a quieter environment. When it’s avail¬ 
able, the Silo also offers a quiet place to get 
some serious studying accomplished. Frye 
Street residents should take advantage of the 
Ronj, especially if they’re looking for a caf¬ 
feine boost to keep them awake. And finally, 
the library is always a reliable study desti¬ 
nation. Head for the third floor if you like it 
quiet, the first for social studying, and ac¬ 
cording to science majors, the basement for 
“hard-core studying.” 
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Clever Recruiting, Internet Draw Talented Class of ‘04 to Bates 
By Jennifer Giblin 
_Features Editor_ 
After a hectic year of visiting hundreds of 
high schools, interviewing thousands of stu¬ 
dents, and examining a record 4,385 appli¬ 
cations, the Admissions staff breathed a col¬ 
lective sigh pf relief last April when they sent 
out their final notices of admission. With just 
28% of applicants admitted, it was the most 
selective year yet. Recently, 480 of those stu¬ 
dents — representing 37 states and 19 coun¬ 
tries — arrived on campus to begin their col¬ 
lege careers at Bates. 
The increased interest in applying to 
Bates, said Dean of Admissions Wylie L. 
Mitchell, certainly made the credentials 
higher to gain admission. The Class of 2004, 
according to Dean Mitchell, is a “very tal¬ 
ented class based on the profile figures.” The 
median combined SAT score for those first- 
year students who submitted them was 1330 
(670 verbal; 660 math) while 87% graduated 
in the top 20% of their high school class. 
The Admissions 
staff recognizes the 
importance of re¬ 
cruiting in drawing 
talented students to 
Bates. Logging close 
to 300 travel days 
this past year, the 
staff of deans and 
counselors visited 
high schools in the 
U.S. and abroad. In 
addition to the typi¬ 
cal recruiting tech¬ 
niques — covering high school fairs, send¬ 
ing brochures to guidance counselors — 
Admissions also worked with individuals in 
urban community groups to reach out to stu¬ 
dents and let them know about Bates. They 
have also begun a project with Colby and 
Bowdoin to design a brochure on the three 
colleges which will be mailed it to certain 
parts of the country, encouraging students 
to check out the CBB schools. 
The Internet 
also played a large 
role in attracting the 
Class of ‘04 to Bates. 
Prospective stu¬ 
dents could take a 
virtual tour, e-mail a 
student or faculty 
member, set up an 
appointment with a 
coach, even apply 
on-line. Amanda 
Beck, a first-year 
from Pleasantville, 
New York, used the Bates athletic page in 
particular while making her college deci¬ 
sions. Looking for an academically competi¬ 
tive school with a student body that was 
“laid-back but at the same time serious about 
athletics,” Amanda was able to contact the 
softball coach and set up a campus visit. 
For some, however, coming to Bates was 
as simple as the school’s philosophy. For Jeff 
Apigian ‘04 of Amherst, New Hampshire, 
choosing Bates was the “easiest decision” he 
had to make in his college search. It wasn’t 
the images of the leafy quad on the virtual 
tour that sold him on Bates but a talk by Dean 
of Students F. Celeste Branham concerning 
the school’s dedication to education and com¬ 
munity Jeff is pleased with his decision. “Ev¬ 
eryone I’ve met — teachers and students — 
have been great. They’re friendly and more 
than willing to help out.” 
The stressful admissions process is over 
for the Class of ‘04, as is the hectic orienta¬ 
tion process. As they settle into classes and 
activities, first-years now have a chance to 
do what the Admissions staff has spend the 
past year doing: meeting their classmates. 
“The diversity of the class is...often captured 
by what the students write or list as their 
activities and it seems there’s a very inter¬ 
esting cross-section of students,” said Dean 
Mitchell, “I think the Class of 2004 will enjoy 
discovering the variety of interests and tal¬ 
ents that they collectively represent.” 
The Internet played a large role 
in attracting the Class of‘04 to 
Bates. Prospective students 
could take a virtual tour, e-mail 
a student or faculty member, set 
up an appointment with a 
coach, even apply on-line. 
Welcome to Bates, Class of 2004! Welcome to Bates, Class of 2004! Welcome to Bates, Class of 2004! Welcome to Bates, Class of 2004! 
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7Flagship has] empty, clean theaters. It's like watching a movie 
with only a couple friends in your living room as you kick your 
feet up on the seat in front of you. Hoyts is filled with the 
quintessential crying baby and loud, obnoxious teenagers who 
define 'cool'by how loud they can burp during a dramatic 
moment. Is there even a contest?" 
- Katie Zutter '02 
Continued frontpage 10 
Tasty Commons Food 
For those who will actually admit to liking 
Commons food, the chicken tenders rate 
highly. Likewise the chicken parm (one re¬ 
spondent suggests making it into a bagel 
sandwich), made-to-order omelets, taco bar, 
calzones, and chicken “hamsters” (see these 
treats in “Nasty Commons Food” as well). 
Cereal is always a popular option for break¬ 
fast, lunch, and dinner (Fruit Loops and Cin¬ 
namon Toast Crunch make great desserts). 
But if you’re looking for truly tasty dessert 
options, make sure you’re there Sunday night 
for the ice cream sundae bar and freshly 
baked cookies. 
Nasty Commons Food 
Cheeseburger soup is, by far, the most reviled 
of dishes. Apparently, savvy Bates diners 
don’t appreciate the combination of barbe¬ 
cue and broth. Others cautioned against the 
fish and red meat dishes. Hamsters (the 
stuffed breaded chicken), while loved by 
some, are hated by others (who generally dis¬ 
like the generous amounts of oil which pour 
out when the hamsters are punctured by a 
knife). One final warning: avoid, at all costs, 
the tables surrounding the marche station on 
stir-fry day. Otherwise, your fleece will per¬ 
manently acquire the notorious “Commons 
smell.” 
Best Coffee 
When you can’t make it to Dunkin Donuts for 
a java boost, the Bates campus offers some 
convenient alternatives: the Ronj coffee¬ 
house, the Den, and (if you like it for free) 
Commons. The Ronj was the clear favorite 
among student coffee drinkers though many 
noted that the Den is a good place to drink 
coffee with friends. It also gets bonus points 
for its mudslides and chai. 
Best Campus-Wide Parties 
In no particular order: 80s party, Halloween, 
Gala, and Lick It. 
Worst Campus-Wides 
Anything for a Buck (the name says it all) 
and random semi-formals 
Best Radio Station 
It seems many Bates students waver be¬ 
tween rock (93.9) and Top 40 (97.9), the two 
local stations which received the most votes. 
Also getting into the mix were Bates radio 
WRBC 91.5 and classic rock on 102.9. 
Best Movie Theater: Hoyts or Flagship? 
The winner, with over 75% of the vote, was 
Flagship Cinemas, located in the Promenade 
Mall on Lisbon Street (777-5010). New to 
Lewiston since last winter, Flagship beat out 
Hoyts in Auburn Plaza (786-8605) because 
of its cheap prices, stadium-style seating, 
and special promotions (Tuesday is $4 movie 
night while Thursday is free popcorn night). 
Take it from Bates junior Katie Zutter who 
describes why Flagship is the clear winner: 
“[Flagship has] empty, clean theaters. It’s 
like watching a movie with only a couple 
friends in your living room as you kick your 
feet up on the seat in front of you. Hoyts is 
filled with the quintessential crying baby and 
loud, obnoxious teenagers who define ‘cool’ 
by how loud they can burp during a dramatic 
moment. Is there even a contest?” If you 
want to get away from L-A altogether, 
Batesies suggest the Keystone or Nickel¬ 
odeon in Portland. 
Best Supermarket: Shaws or Shop ‘n Save? 
This was a close call with Shaws just edging 
out Shop ‘n Save. Most respondents based 
their choice not on food but alcohol selection. 
When you turn 21 and get your Maine State 
ID (strictly enforced at both), keep in mind: 
Shaws for beer, Shop ‘N Save for the hard 
stuff. 
Walmart or KMart? 
Did you happen to visit Walmart during ori¬ 
entation weekend? If you did (and saw all 
the Batesies there stocking up on everything 
from pens to storage bins), you won’t be sur¬ 
prised that over 80% of respondents chose 
Walmart as their favorite. The prices are 
cheap, they stock (almost) everything you 
need, and smiling old men greet you when 
you come in. No contest. 
Best Delivery Pizza: Pizza Hut or Dominos? 
Dominos just edged out the Hut as favorite 
pizza delivery. The reason? Dominos’ 7.41 
Bates Special. 
To be at your most successful, don’t take this 
survey too seriously. They’re just 
suggestions...you could love cheeseburger 
soup or meet a great girl/guy at Anything for 
a Buck. Heck, you might even like the food 
court at Walmart. (But please, do take our 
advice about avoiding the Lewiston Social 
Club.) We leave you with some categories 
added by our voters: 
Best Music Store: Bull Moose 
Best Haircuts: Campus Cutters 
Best Thing to do when Bored: bingo at Holy 
Cross Church 
Best Place to Bring Your Car for Repairs: 
Berube’s 
Erin Foster, whose office is located in the basement 
of Chase, is the housing coordinator. 
Keith Tannenbaum, who once held Erin’s job, is now 
Dean of Student Activites. 
Faces on the Quad 
They determine policy at 
Bates. Find you a dorm 
room. Send your packages 
home. Run student 
activities. Run the college. 
The staff of The Student 
rounded up these familiar 
campus faces so you’d 
know who’s working 
behind the scenes. 
Photos by Asad Butt. 
James Carignan is not only Dean of the Col¬ 
lege, he’s also a Bates alum and a city coun¬ 
cilman. 
Thanks to Dave Moore in the post office, happy 
Bates students promptly receive their LL Bean 
and J. Crew packages. 
RA President Jay Surdukowski ‘02 is moon¬ 
lighting this year as a Student columnist. 
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Calendar of Events 
Week of September 12 -19 
4 pm 
BBQ: Learn about Wood 
St. garden, whose entire 
harvest is donated to Good 
Shepard Food Bank 
Wood St (next to 161 
Wood) 
7 pm 
Lecture: Kevin Jennings, 
“The American Dream, 
Respect for All” 
Chase Lounge 
4 pm 
Men’s Soccer v Farmington 
Leahey Field 
7 pm 
Volleyball v. Farmington 
Alumni Gym 
14 
4 pm 
Field Hockey v. USM 
JB Field 
4:15 pm 
TGIF Lecture, Susan 
Martin, “Building 
Bridges: Using the 
Community to Extend Classroom 
Learning” 
Muskie Archives 
8 pm 
Bates Concert Series: Regina 
Carter, Jazz Violinist 
Bates College Chapel 
Sports Action: 
11 am 
Women’s Tennis 
Wallach Tennis Courts 
Women’s Soccer 
Leahey Field 
12 pm 
Field Hockey 
JB Field 
2 pm 
Men’s Soccer 
Hey Seniors! If 
you haven’t 
picked up your 
registration 
packet at Libbey, 
get it this week. 
7 pm 
RA Meeting 
Skelton Lounge 
The Student now 
comes out on 
Tuesdays. Pick up 
our 2nd issue today. 
Leahey Field 
Cheerleading takes center 
stage in “Bring It On” 
By John Payne and Sarah Litsch 
Movie Critics 
Torrance (Kirsten Dunst), newly elected 
captain of the Rancho Carne Torros 
cheerleading squad, is faced with the chal¬ 
lenge of leading her team to their sixth con¬ 
secutive win at the National Cheerleading 
Championships. The former 
captain, lovingly known as 
“Big Red,” left the team with 
a foolproof cheer, sure to lead 
the team to victory. We soon 
come to find out, however, that 
“Big Rfed” stole her cheers 
from the talented East 
Compton Clover squad who up 
until this point have been un¬ 
able to raise the funds neces¬ 
sary for Nationals. Torrance, determined to 
clinch yet another victory, convinces the team 
that they are capable of choreographing their 
own original cheer. What follows is a classic 
coming of age story of high school rivalry and 
teenybopper angst. 
Sarah: “Bring It On,” while having its share 
of witty and entertaining moments, is fuU of 
conventional Hollywood stereotypes: the gay 
male cheerleader, the conceited jock, the su¬ 
percilious cheerleader. Though the oppor¬ 
tunity is there, the film fails to give proper 
treatment to such issues as sexuality and 
race, choosing instead to substitute cheap 
laughs and gags. Images—such as the proud 
Isis who leads the inner-city squad pleading 
with an Oprah-esqe talk show host for money, 
or the captain of the affluent San Diego team 
attempting to save the day—prey on socio¬ 
economic and cultural differences. The movie 
is simply another exercise in Hollywood ex¬ 
ploitation, designed to empty the pockets of 
the teenage movie-going population. 
John: While I certainly saw possibilities for 
someone to take offense at the character por¬ 
trayals in “Bring It On,” I took it for what I 
saw on the surface...a dumb cheerleading 
movie. The film had witty moments (the open¬ 
ing cheer sequence which 
satirizes high school 
cheerleading: “I’m sexy, I’m 
cute, I’m popular to boot...”), 
good one-liners (“You were 
totally having cheer sex with 
him”), and even a gratuitous 
locker room" scene (by PG13 
standards anyway). While 
this movie was certainly not 
the funniest I have ever seen, 
it definitely made for an en¬ 
joyable night of turning off my brain to watch 
a movie that involved little to no thinking. I 
would, however, recommend that you wait for 
it to come out on video. 
Given that this is the debut column of “Movie 
Corner,” we would like to explain our rating 
system. Flagship Cinemas, as a fine Pepsi 
establishment, is our theater of choice. Our 
movies are rated on a scale of 1 to 5 Pepsi 
cans, with 5 cans being the best. 
Sarah: I s 
John. MMfc 
111 9 9 9 
Movie 
Corner 
Friday 8 pm in the college chapel. Tickets 
are $5 for Bates students. Call 207-786-6252. 
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DONT MISS 
REGINA CARTER 
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Bates: The 
Way Life 
Used To Be 
By Noah Petro 
Staff Writer 
Three years ago when the class of 2001 
arrived on the Bates campus the school was 
a different place. In the years that we’ve been 
here, there have been changes in so many 
areas of the school. From newbuildings and 
new faces to changes in policy and the ways 
they are enforced, we’ve seen Bates come a 
long way. Now with the class of 2004 here 
and the year officially started, it’s time to 
reflect on the changes (or lack thereof) that 
have occurred in the past three years. 
When the class of 2001 first came to 
campus, the foundation of the former main¬ 
tenance building was still exposed where 
Pettengill stands today. Indeed, for two years 
we watched “the copper top” take shape; 
those who lived in Hedge, the Bill, Smith, and 
Parker will recall the early morning construc¬ 
tion that never seemed to end. You will also 
When the class of2001 first came 
to campus, the foundation of the 
former maintenance building was 
still exposed where Pettengill 
stands today. 
recall how many of the social sciences’ of¬ 
fices were located across the campus in small 
houses and how finding them was a task only 
for the hardy soul. 
There was the famous wooden fence that 
enclosed the construction site and became 
the target of many students’ rage. Then there 
were the bulldozers that many students at¬ 
tempted to ride late at night. And in that year 
we also had the prior incarnation of the 
Puddle. 
Those who were here will recall the trees 
that were slowly falling over; the walkway 
which was cracked and also falling into the 
muddy waters. The amphitheater was old 
and under used and, of course, with the con¬ 
struction on its southern shores it was gen¬ 
erally an unpleasant place to be. Now, when 
the weather is pleasant, the area around the 
puddle teems with students and sunbathers. 
In those days, Adams and Rand had 
first-years, Smith North had all upper-class 
students while the first-years lived in quads, 
the Bill was all female, and there were first- 
years on Frye Street. There was still talk 
about “the way Bates used to be” and how 
the new alcohol policy would kill the Bates 
social scene. 
Though the same talk occurs now, there 
were still students here who remembered 
Den Terrace parties and all-campus parties 
without beer gardens. As a departing senior 
said last year, “The only hold over from the 
way Bates was is the pub-crawl and midnight 
madness.” Indeed we may not even have 
those events anymore come this short-term. 
One of the most impressive changes at 
Bates has been the improvement of the ath¬ 
letic teams. The football team in 1997 went 
1-7, the lone victory a win over Colby. Now 
we are closer to breaking .500 than we have 
been in a long time. Last year Bates had one 
of the most impressive fall seasons ever, but 
of course that is something for Paul Zinn to 
comment on. 
Of course there are those things that 
haven’t changed over the course of the past 
three years. Most noteworthy is the welcome 
construction. As long as Pablo is still here, 
we can all feel comfortable and at home. 
“The People ChoiceClearly Clintonian 
By Jay Surdukowski 
Critic at Large 
The Show 
The Bates Museum is home for a month 
to a show of the highest international cali¬ 
ber, “The People’s Choice.” The works of the 
famous Russian emigre pair Vitaly Komar 
and Alexander Melamid are up, and are wait¬ 
ing for the Bates community’s approbation 
or mild condemnation, or perhaps muted in¬ 
difference. I am confident though that all who 
waltz over to Olin to see this important 20th 
Century show will be moved to react some¬ 
how. This isn’t your parents’ art. 
Komar and Melamid sought to create 
paintings of a truly democratic nature, works 
that would speak to the masses, pieces that 
would reflect the truth in art. To.accomplish 
this grand task, they of course had polling 
done. 
“Polling!” you exclaim. Is that not the tool 
of weak presidents and corporate fascists? 
Not to Komar and Melamid. In an interview 
for the catalog that accompanies the exhibi¬ 
tion, they discuss the idea of the artist as 
leader. Picasso is invoked as an artist who 
sought to fashion himself as an absolute 
ruler, a master of situations, a dictator over 
his self and work. Picasso saw Stalin as an 
example. Komar and Melamid think there 
is a new game in town where leaders are 
not all-knowing and dictatorial like Stalin. 
The new leader asks people what they want. 
Melamid says, “The United States is a leader 
in leaders, because you’ve created a new 
type of leader, who doesn’t give orders sup¬ 
posedly, but asks people...new leaders con¬ 
duct polls. Picasso mimicked Stalin, so we 
try to mimic Clinton.” 
And mimicking Clinton is what they did. 
With help from the Nation Institute, the duo 
hired a Boston polling outfit that had done 
work for Mike Dukakis, CBS, and Gary Hart. 
1,001 Americans were asked 102 questions 
about what they preferred to see in paint¬ 
ings. 
When the results were tabulated, Komar 
and Melamid set to work scientifically con¬ 
structing the canvases. “America’s Most 
Wanted,” a “realistic looking” painting (60%) 
the “size of a dishwasher” (67%) was thus 
born out of scientific data. Americans wanted 
an outdoor scene (88%) complete with “lakes, 
rivers, oceans and seas” (49%). The season 
in the piece is fall (33%) and wild animals 
(51%) in their natural setting (89%) join 
George Washington and a fully clothed (68%) 
family in a group (48%) at leisure (43%). We 
see clearly delineated brush strokes (53%) 
in the color blue (44%) up against playful, 
whimsical designs (49%). These designs are 
forms where the colors are blended (68%) 
and have soft curves (66%). 
Alongside “America’s Most Wanted” we 
see its evil sibling, that revolting thing known 
as “America’s Most Unwanted.” This piece 
contains yucky-colored sharp triangles col¬ 
liding all about. I will not go into the num¬ 
bers, as you can now see (laboriously so) how 
this works. 
With the success of the America paint¬ 
ings, Komar and Melamid embarked on a glo¬ 
bal project. In all, they have representative 
data for two billion people. The rest of the 
exhibition contains all the other most wanted 
pieces they have created to date. In addition, 
there are paintings and sculptures that rep¬ 
resent the polling data. 
The interpretive panel we are faced with 
in the beginning of the exhibition notes that 
the works are “obviously absurd.” This is an 
understatement. Where else can we see 
paintings like “Italy’s Most Unwanted” that 
combine the crisp space age figure of the Pink 
Power Ranger with the classical slopes and 
curves of St. Sebastian, skin peppered with 
arrows? To top it off, a smiling portrait of 
Elvis glares at us, his teeth shining discretely. 
This strange collision of the Old World and 
New, the U.S. and the rest, and the modern 
and classic is fascinating. This piece is the 
most solidly absurd; a delight. 
Other individual highlights are Russia and 
Holland’s despised works. “Holland’s Most 
Unwanted” actually contains our poll-driven 
hero, President Clinton. Interestingly, a cru¬ 
cifix appears despite the centuries of Chris¬ 
tian tension that marked the former pillar 
society of the Netherlands. “Russia’s Most 
Unwanted” is heavily influenced, it would 
seem, by Constructivism, the pointy triangles 
and sharp Soviet propaganda colors are a 
giveaway. This piece seems to make sense. 
Komar and Melamid fought bravely against 
the former Soviet Union and its belligerent 
aesthetic of propaganda here, propaganda 
everywhere. What better way to express the 
most unwanted of free Russia. 
While other individual works in the show 
are worthy of comment, I desist now because 
the whole really should be viewed as that. 
When you walk into the Museum, you will be 
entering one work, one project. 
Let’s Think About All This: Danto’s 
Question 
Eminent art critic Arthur Danto asks an 
important question, one that you may think 
when you glance at the photo here of 
“America’s Most Wanted”: would anyone ac¬ 
tually want these amalgamations, these 
strange medleys of popularly pleasing ele¬ 
ments? Would we really find posters of 
“America’s Most Wanted” in homes, hospi¬ 
tals, and dorms? The answer is likely no, the 
works aren’t exactly “Waterlilies” or 
“Christina’s World.” 
What we can be excited about is the idea 
behind the thing. Komar and Melamid wanted 
to make democracy manifest in art. The ex¬ 
ercise is one in freedom; they sought to cre¬ 
ate a true people’s work. But in so doing, they 
dredged up tensions—timely anxieties of 
consumerism and modernity. They show us 
that even with a truly democratic work, an 
endeavor guided by polls, as the Clinton 
presidency is, there may be a slight problem. 
Clinton is our first great president by 
polls, or at least the first that made it so ob¬ 
vious. The following exchange by the thought¬ 
ful and decent former Labor Secretary Rob¬ 
ert Reich and the pollster bad-boy Dick 
Morris is instructive of the government-by¬ 
polls idea. Reich does a sublime job in this 
bit of memoir of isolating what seems crass 
in the mix of polls and “leadership”: 
“You have a lot of good ideas,” [Morris] 
says. “The President likes your ideas. I want 
them so I can test them.” Morris speaks in a 
quick staccato that doesn’t vary. Sentences 
are stripped of all extraneous words or 
sounds. The Pitch is flat and nasal. 
“Test them?” 
“Put them into our opinion poll. I can know 
within a day or two whether Way work. Any¬ 
thing under forty percent doesn’t work. Fifty 
percent is a possibility. Sixty or seventy, and 
the President may well use it” (Robert B. 
Reich, Locked in the Cabinet). 
I can’t help think that the watered down 
Clinton years with all their bite-sized moder¬ 
ate policies are like the muted bits that go 
into the paintings of “The People’s Choice.” 
The paintings may confirm that what we like 
in a president or a painting is something more 
pronounced, unified and genuine. Not a pro¬ 
gram or canvas wired to polls, mired in the 
muddled middle. 
Still there is something undeniably Ameri¬ 
can about these recent works. Like 
McDonald’s, they may not be the proudest 
entities to grace America the Beautiful, but 
they embody certain ideals. McDonald’s: fast, 
cheap, universal. “The People’s Choice”: poll 
driven, scientific, clever. There’s a certain 
perverse beauty in it. 
I feel like Andy Warhol when he dwelled 
so often on wanting to be a machine and glo¬ 
rifying the plastic, mass-produced, and soul¬ 
less. I echo the sentiment of the Smashing 
Pumpkins: “despite all my rage I am still just 
a rat in a cage.” I may rail on governing by 
polls (or painting), but there is something 
there that is sickly sweet. I am angst-filled 
about it, but I am resigned, still caged, locked 
in. 
I guess breathing the air of the age of 
Clinton it seems only natural that one of the 
most famous art projects of the 1990s would 
be constructed by polls: “If we won’t trust in 
polls, the whole world will collapse,” says 
Milemid. How true, how scary, how deli¬ 
cious... 
The Bates Student is having its first 
meeting for all interested writers. 
Wednesday. 
8pm. 
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In Memoriam 
Jessie Withroiv 
1980 - 2000 
Jessie, 
Remembered 
By Julia O’Malley 
Anchorage Daily News 
Jessie Withrow and her mother, Wendy, 
passed their time Monday in 
typical mother/daughter fashion: in the car, 
running errands. They signed JesSie up for 
membership in The Alaska Club and then 
went shopping for tank tops and sandals. 
When they parted ways that afternoon, 
Jessie was sitting at the dining-room table, 
sipping a cup of tea and reading a book. 
"I stopped by, pulled her hair back and 
kissed her, and she gave me a 
sweet smile,” Wendy said. 
Jessie told her mother she was going to 
Bear Tooth Theatrepub to see "Mansfield 
Park” that night and then to The Alaska Club 
in the Aurora Village Shopping Center to 
work out. 
At about 11:30 p.m., as Jessie rode her 
bike home along Minnesota 
Drive, a pickup piloted by an drunken driver 
hopped the curb and plowed into her, police 
say. The impact threw Jessie’s bike about 75 
yards; paramedics found a bicycle helmet 
nearby. Fourteen hours later, she died from 
internal bleeding at Providence Alaska Medi¬ 
cal Center with her mother at her side. She 
never regained consciousness after the ac¬ 
cident. 
The facts of Jessie’s short life, reported 
in half a dozen news stories over the last 
week, are these: She was 20 years old. A life¬ 
long honor student, she went to Bates Col¬ 
lege in Maine on a scholarship and planned 
to major in rhetoric and minor in computer 
science. She was an only child, raised alone 
by Wendy in a downtown house near 15th 
Avenue and I Street. She graduated in 1998 
from Steller Secondary School, where she’d 
been involved in student mentoring, politics 
and yearbook. This summer, she was an in¬ 
tern at the Alaskan AIDS Assistance Asso¬ 
ciation. 
The essence of who Jessie was — a writer, 
an actress, a singer, a 
seamstress, a cyberpunk, a nerd goddess full 
of wit and promise — is difficult if not im¬ 
possible to capture in writing. Her friends, 
teachers and family are left with memories 
and the task of comprehending the incom¬ 
prehensible: how someone so engaged in her 
life and the world can be gone, vanished, be¬ 
cause of coincidence and the recklessness 
of a stranger. In charging documents, driver 
Russell Carlson admitted to having drunk 
"a half-rack of beer earlier.” He had seven 
prior DWIs and was driving 
despite a suspended license. 
Wendy Withrow, 52, said that she and her 
daughter were "real friends,” close in the 
way mothers and daughters become when it 
is only the two of them in the house — and in 
the world. She will miss her daughter’s com¬ 
pany and the in-jokes they told, she said. ‘ 
“Jessie didn’t have a highly structured life 
like some kids. She basically had free time 
to pursue her own interests. She educated 
herself a lot, she read constantly and loved 
science fiction and fantasy. She was inter¬ 
ested in politics. She was very much a femi¬ 
nist.” 
In one photo Wendy found since her 
daughter’s death, Jessie stands in front of a 
mountain near a glacier. She is wearing a 
favorite outfit: an old cardigan sweater and 
a long skirt that she made herself. The only 
thing missing is one or another science-fic¬ 
tion book that Jessie never left home 
without. 
"(The picture) is so her. She’s ethereal,” 
Wendy said. Christina Talbott, Jessie’s best 
friend, saw her for the last time after flying 
in from Juneau for a wedding at the Three 
Barons Renaissance Fair a few weeks ago. 
The women stayed up until 2 the night be¬ 
fore the wedding, furiously sewing Talbott’s 
dress on separate machines, singing and 
drinking cups of tea. 
"Jessie was the bravest person. I did so 
many things I wouldn’t have been brave 
enough to do without her. I’ve known her for 
a third of my life. I don’t know who I would 
be without her,” Talbott said. 
Talbott and Jessie wrote many an e-mail 
to each other while Jessie was at Bates Col¬ 
lege. In one particularly vivid and haunting 
message, Jessie wrote with characteristic 
humor about a Bates student tradition in 
which people drink 24 beers in 24 hours. In¬ 
stead of beer, Jessie had a glass of water an 
hour for 15 hours, then got bored and decided 
to go out into the snowy Maine night. 
"I jumped about trying to catch big fat 
snowflakes in my mouth and sang ‘Hat 
Shaped Hat’ and danced around, but doing 
those sorts of things alone is only interest¬ 
ing for so long, so I decided to go back to 
Clason (a campus building), where Adina 
was being even more silly than I, and had 
everyone convinced she was drunk (she 
wasn’t), so we filled our coat pockets with 
cans of soda and ran about the quad playing 
in the snow and singing loudly and trying to 
get stopped by Liquor Control (we weren’t),” 
Jessie wrote. 
Talbott is getting married next summer. 
She will have Jessie listed in the program as 
her maid of honor. 
When Chris Middleton, Jessie’s good 
friend from Steller, first got to know her, they 
were eighth-graders. Middleton remembers 
when he had missed the bus and was crying. 
"I felt like the whole world was totally out 
of control,” he said. 
Jessie, who knew the bus schedules by 
heart, calmly helped him get on a People 
Mover a few blocks away. After that, they 
became fast, close friends. 
Middleton last saw Jessie just about a 
week ago. The pair sat outside the Federal 
Building and discussed science-fiction and 
role-playing games, their favorite topics. In 
the years they’d known each other, they 
dreamed up superhero characters and whole 
alternate worlds, like one Jessie came up 
with in which an entire society lived in the 
belly of the dinosaur. 
Middleton said he still remembered parts 
of poems Jessie wrote while they were at 
Steller — a sardonic love verse about frog 
dissection and a poem about what it must 
have been like to be Iphigeneia, a young char¬ 
acter in Greek mythology who was sacrificed 
for the good of her country. 
Jessie wanted to go to Japan and teach 
English after graduation and then go to 
graduate school to become a professor. Ulti¬ 
mately, she wanted to come back to the Uni¬ 
versity of Alaska Anchorage, her mother 
said. As part of a grant application to fund 
her internship at the Alaskan AIDS Assis¬ 
tance Association, Jessie wrote an essay 
about why she wanted to volunteer in An¬ 
chorage. 
"The final and most important reasons I 
would like to work at AAAA is so that I can 
make a difference for the Anchorage com¬ 
munity and spend my summer giving some¬ 
thing back to the people and town that have 
given so much to me,” she wrote. 
When Carol LaLone, a friend of the 
Withrows, saw Jessie’s picture in the paper 
on Wednesday, she thought it was because 
the young woman had won an award and was 
horrified to realize it was because Jessie had 
been killed. 
"I can just see her there on the corner with 
her bike and her round glasses, just looking 
around, smiling at everyone. Then, poof, 
gone,” LaLone said. 
Klein Requiem: 
Jessie’s War 
By Jay Surdukowski 
Staff Writer 
On July 5th, we lost a leader and a friend. 
Jessie Withrow was truly one of the subtle 
ligaments that held this campus together. She 
moved with an intensity of spirit through all 
spheres of her life. Academics, Debate, the 
Discordians, the Garnet, and the Represen¬ 
tative Assembly were her loci of action. In 
all these circles she was a leader. At the time 
of her death, Jessie was a vice president of 
Debate, the co-editor of the Garnet, the coor¬ 
dinator of the Discordians, a Dana Scholar, 
and an outspoken member of the Assembly. 
But it was not this enviable constellation of 
honors and offices that made her a leader 
on this campus; no office held makes a 
woman or man; it was her singular commit¬ 
ment to live her life any god damn way she 
pleased. 
Jessie was a delightful eccentric. This iron 
maiden of Alaska enjoyed, among many 
unique practices, donning a cape, devoting 
an evening to being a child again, or taking 
up Nerf arms for a fantastical boffer battle 
on the Quad with her fellow Discordians. 
Indeed her love of boffer warfare settles in 
my mind as a splendid metaphor for how she 
exercised true, fearless leadership on this 
campus. There are many things I could write 
on now, in this time of remembrance, but I 
will focus on this happy idea, the boffer war. 
For those of you who don’t know, a “boffer 
war” is a role playing battle game engaged 
in by Discordians and others at various 
points in the year. I do not profess to know 
all the intricacies, but (at times perilous) 
observation on occasion has provided me 
some knowledge. People in the game take on 
the roles of various characters and then fight 
with full fury wielding harmless arms until 
one side or the other wins. 
While boffer swords and axes flew and 
piercing shouts of schoolyard glee echoed 
across the late afternoon or midnight quad, 
Jessie was not just fighting for fun, she was 
fighting the status quo. I confess that I have, 
on occasion, maligned the absurdities of 
grown people parading about with Nerf 
weapons, causing an indefensible racket. I 
am not alone in the mocking masses. 
Jessie didn’t care. 
She let loose her love of fantasy with ev¬ 
ery whack (whiff?) of Nerfy steel. She showed 
the timid that it was OK to be weird like this 
on occasion. Her unflinching commitment to 
the crazy was a solid example for others. 
There is another layer to the boffer wars, 
to Jessie’s fight. Not only did Jessie discard 
ridicule such as mine and let it all out with 
her boffer battling, she expressed a commit¬ 
ment to chem-free fun. It is well known that 
the Discordians as an organization are a 
wacky group that engage in rip-roaring non¬ 
sense, fully fun for the members, but also 
fully devoid of alcohol. Jessie and her peers 
were battling both status quo jeering frowns 
for the boffer antics and the dominant cul¬ 
ture of drinking at Bates. Again, I confess I 
veered from Jessie and was one of those 
whom she fought against. I always harbored 
the thought that the only way 1 would play 
with Nerf and parade about in mail was if I 
was piss drunk. Jessie was determined to live 
a life without chemical supplementation, and 
she enjoyed that choice and wanted to make 
it so that others could feel good about enjoy¬ 
ing such a life too. She was an undisputed 
leader in the chem-free community. Clearly, 
chem-free lifestyle and community at Bates 
is at times a tenuous course of existence. 
Jessie made it a little more stable. It is a 
cruel, cruel irony that she would be smashed 
into while on her bike by a beer bloated bas¬ 
tard on that recent summer night. 
In the spectacle of the boffer war, Jessie 
for me will always live on. She was among 
the stoutest soldiers of the strange at Bates; 
a lovely leader. She will be missed. 
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Question on the Quad 
What do you think President Harward should do once he retires 
in two years? 
“Work at Disneyland.” “Make like Mao and master the 
masses.” 
Jon Mellen ’03 Adam Gibboney’03 
Reported by Asad Butt • Photos by Asad Butt 
“Maybe a pornstar... 
Maybe sell insurance.” 
Andrew Wheeler ’01 
“Be a bar tender at the Blue 
Goose” 
Matthew Lamson ’03 
“Dirty Work” is a Mess But Still Full of Laughs 
By Jesse Tisch 
Staff Writer 
When considering the genre of movies 
starring former Saturday Night Live alums, 
one should expect puerile humor, occasional 
clever sarcasm, and the absence of any sem¬ 
blance of a meaningful plot. Dirty Work de¬ 
livers on all fronts. 
“Dirty Work” is a harmless, lowbrow com¬ 
edy starring Norm MacDonald as Mitch and 
Artie Lang (Mad TV) as Sam, his equally pa¬ 
thetic brother. Most of the jokes in this often 
tiresome debacle are about as creative as the 
names given the two protagonists. Norm 
plays an unemployable loser (perhaps only 
a mild challenge following his firing as SNL’s 
weekend update man) who’s only “talent” — 
dutifully cultivated since childhood — is the 
ability to exact revenge upon those who 
cause him grief (flip to a scene where a young 
Mitch loads hoards of unpopped popcorn into 
the exhaust pipe of an overzealous meter 
maid). After Mitch’s involuntary termination 
from the latest of a string of jobs even a des¬ 
perate post-grad philosophy major would 
refuse, Mitch finds himself having hit rock 
bottom: jobless, girlfriend-less, and losing his 
knack for getting even. It would take a di¬ 
saster to resurrect his life. 
Luckily the poorly written script obliges: 
Pops (Jack Warden), a cranky old man who 
spends most of his time lamenting his own 
impotence, suffers a heart attack. He’ll need 
a transplant or — get ready for a shocker — 
he’ll die. The bearer of the bad news is Doc¬ 
tor (Chevy Chase), a compulsive gambler 
fleeing insensitive bookies. Pops is at the end 
of the donor list but if Mitch and Sam can 
collect a mere fifty grand, the beleaguered 
doctor can pay off his gambling debts, avoid 
getting his toes shot off, and somehow get 
Pops his heart. Don’t ask for details — just 
smile and nod. 
The brothers attempt to raise money 
through legitimate means, but honest-money 
isn’t going to get any laughs. A botched 
movie theater gig triggers the idea of doing 
other people’s “dirty work” (astute viewers 
will catch the connection to the title), and 
spawns a revenge-for-hire business. We fol¬ 
low the brothers’ exploits as they get even 
with a midget-hating bearded woman (sur¬ 
prise beard shaving), a vindictive superin¬ 
tendent (the old popcorn gag), and an oner¬ 
ous used car salesman (paying prostitutes 
to play dead in the trunks of his cars while 
he’s shooting a live commercial). 
At no point do five minutes pass without 
someone uttering (or screaming) the word 
whore. What makes “Dirty Work” a success 
is that the producers, actors, etc. all seem to 
be “in on it” with the audience that the movie 
is a sham. The humor lies not so much in the 
scripted high jinx, which often falls flat, but in 
the ludicrousness of it all: the wayward attempt 
at a cohesive plot, Norm MacDonald’s gross 
inability to act, the notion that anyone might 
take a movie like this remotely seriously. The 
more detached the viewer is, the funnier this 
crude, poorly written, hideously acted film gets. 
Norm MacDonald’s humor is anathema to 
screen, as he mumbles his lines in the same 
maundering, barely discernible monotone. But 
somehow it stays funny—even when the jokes 
bomb, Norm’s delivery is enough to save a 
chuckle. Norm’s inability to act meshes nicely 
with his character’s ineptitude to force laughs 
from the audience. Two examples are when Norm 
suavely attempts to soothe his irate girlfriend 
with the promise of “dirty, dirty sex” or when, 
following a botched attempt at wooing a love in¬ 
terest, he asks expectantly, “So where are we go¬ 
ing, back to your apartment?” 
“Dirty Work” is one of those movies where you 
laugh but feel guilty for laughing. Norm 
MacDonald’s foray into acting will appeal to col¬ 
lege kids, fans of MacDonald, and people who 
enjoy gratuitous use of the word “whore.” It elic¬ 
its a gag reflex in just about everyone else. 
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clockewise from left: Jason Hirschhorn 
introducing Jonathon Kozol; RA 
President Jay Surdukowski walking into 
Convocation; Faculty procession; Kozol 
speaking to Batesies at the podium; Wide 
angle shot of Convocation. 
Photos taken by Erin Mullin and Asad Butt 
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Paul Zinn 
Sports Editor 
The heat and humidy that hit Massa¬ 
chusetts on Saturday didn’t effect the 
women’s cross county team as the Bobcats 
took first place in the Hayseed Classic at 
Tufts. 
In the process, Bates fnished higher 
_than the Jumbos 
Women's CC wh0 were ranked 
nationally in pre- 
•Sl rlace season polls and 
- Wheaton. Tufts 
would have to settle for second, and 
Wheaton came in third. 
“It was exciting,” said Head Coach 
Carolyn Court. “We had a good prescence 
up front.” 
The conditions also didn’t stop four 
first-years from putting forth great efforts. 
Four of Bates’ five scorers were rook¬ 
ies, which is a good sign for any team, but 
it may be even better for the Bobcats, who 
still are waiting for uperclassman like 
Katie Parker and Leigh Johnson to come 
around. 
It was a very good meet for a team that 
hopes to improve it’s position in the 
NESCAC and New England. Bates isn’t fir¬ 
ing on all cylinders yet, but they still man¬ 
aged to finish first, higher than a team 
that’s receiving national recognition. 
Sophomore Abby Anthony, who is back 
from a strong rookie campaign, won the 
race and was Bates top finisher, running 
the 5K course in a time of 18:57. Anthony 
ousted second-place finisher Leslie 
Crofton of Tufts by 1:28. 
“Abby was a minute and a half in front 
of the second place runner, and that was 
amazing,” said Court. “She’s been work¬ 
ing hard this summer. At the end of last 
season, she finished within a couple sec¬ 
onds of her.[Crofton] This is a very good 
runner she was way ahead of, so it was 
exciting to see.” 
Anthony’s first-place finish was nicely 
complimented by a cast of first-years, in¬ 
cluding Elizabeth Pagnotta and Allison 
Locke. Pagnotta .finished fourth overall, 
with a time of 20:56, just in front of Locke, 
who took sixth, running the distance in 21 
minutes. 
Along with Pagnotta and Locke, were 
first-years Julie Dutton and Lauren Shoff. 
Dutton took eighth, finishing seven sec¬ 
onds behind Pagnotta. Shoff was Bates’ 
fifth scorer, finishing eleventh with a time 
of 21:24. 
“They [the first-years] were a very ma¬ 
ture group of runners,” added Court. 
“They come from very established pro¬ 
grams, and they ran with a lot of confi¬ 
dence.” 
Leigh Johnson (24th), Rebecca Hakala 
(29th), Katherine Long (35th), and 
Suzanne Eldridge (39th) also had strong 
performances. Long’s effort highlighted 
the group, as she obtainined a personal 
best for a 5K course with a time of 23:22. 
In the end, Tufts (45) finished fifteen 
points behind the first-place ‘Cats, who 
had 30. The Jumbos edged out Wheaton 
(48) by three points. Coming in a distant 
fourth and fifth were Assumption (141) 
and Elms (323). 
Finishing ahead of Tufts is especially 
impressive because the Jumbos are 
extremly deep, placing many more run¬ 
ners in the top 24 than the Bobcats did. 
Next up for Bates is the UMASB 
Dartmouth Invitational, taking place this 
Saturday. Colby will be one of many teams 
the Bobcats see. 
Asad Butt/The Bates Student The Bobcats were well prepared for their first meet. 
Women’s CC Edges Out Nationally Ranked 
Tufts In Route To Hayseed Classic Victory 
Men’s Golf Has 
For Successful 
Paul Zinn 
Sports Editor 
This is Ric Mackey’s first year as Men’s 
Golf Coach but he still believes this is an ex¬ 
citing time for Bates Golf and that this team 
has the chance to have a solid season. 
The Bobcats have lost Nick Brunero to 
graduation, but they return senior captain 
Dan Snow and classmate Dave Vensel. 
“It[The Season] looks encouraging,” said 
Vensel. A lot of young players came out for 
the team. It should be a successful cam¬ 
paign.” 
The Bobcats had their first tournament, 
the Husson Invitational, this past weekend. 
Exact results were not available at press 
time, but Bates finished somewhere between 
fifth and eighth. 
However, the team says that they didn’t 
play well. 
“I think the guys were a little dissapointed 
becaues we had practiced so hard,” said 
Mackey. 
Mackey also added that the conditions on 
the course weren’t ideal. 
“This was a good starting point,” offered 
Vensel. “No one played stellar golf, but there 
were a lot of encouraging signs.” 
The Bobcats top three scorers were 
Vensel, Doug Aho, and Jeff Berg. Teamwise, 
the competition included schools like 
Husson, the University of Maine at 
Farmington, Greeen Mountain, St. Joe’s, and 
the University of New England. 
High Hopes 
2000 Campaign 
This weekend, Bates will look to improve 
their results at the Bowdoin Invitational in 
Brunswick, Maine. 
The Bobcats have a good group of golfers 
and improvement is certainly a distinct pos¬ 
sibility. 
Preseason competition was very tight, as 
about twenty people came out for the team. 
The Bobcats also have a new course. They 
have chang id from Springbrook to Fair Lawn 
Country Club. 
If all goes well, this is a Bates team that 
hopes to have good performances especially 
in the State of Maine Championships and 
NESCAC Championships. 
The schedule isn’t any cakewalk espe¬ 
cially since the State of Maine Champion¬ 
ships and the NESCAC Championships are 
in the same week. 
Before that, the Bobcats have the Bowdoin 
Invitational and the University of New En¬ 
gland Tournament. 
After the NESCAC Championships, come 
the always important CBB Championships, 
hosted by Colby this year. 
The Bobcats still haven’t fully fielded a 
women’s team, but their working their way 
towards it, which is another good sign for the 
golf program. 
Melissa Wilcox leads this year’s squad. 
It was a big step for the men’s golf team 
to win the CBB Crown last year, and they are 
looking to take the next step this year, and 
become even more competitive. Under first- 
year coach Ric Mackey it appears they may 
have the team to reach those goals. 
Ferry 
continued from page 24 
shape. 
Not only did he enjoy the sport, by he 
excelled. As soon as he started rowing, 
everyone noticed Ferry’s potential. 
Miller says of Ferry, that “even at an 
early stage in his career, it was appar¬ 
ent that he could generate enough power 
in his stroke to eventually compete as 
an elite rower.” 
Since his graduation in 1997, Ferry 
has helped American crews to four first- 
place finishes on the international and 
national circuits. He has been on the 
U.S. national team for two years and 
gained a 12th place finish in the FISA 
World Championships in the Men’s Qua¬ 
druple Sculls to go along with his vic¬ 
tory at the US trials last June. 
When asked to say a few words, 
Ferry’s former teammates are quick to 
point out three things. His sheer 
strength, his humility and the fact that 
he was fun to row with. Another team¬ 
mate, Martijn Rasser points out that “in 
contrast to his intimidating physique, he 
is also one of the most laid-back, friend¬ 
liest and funniest people I have met.” 
In fact his friendly, athletic nature 
helped others excel. Chris Lanoue said 
of his teammate’s personality that “it 
was really nice to see such a gifted per¬ 
son who is genuinely humble. He was 
fun to row with; he drove himself ex¬ 
tremely hard, and that helped to drive 
others hard, including me.” 
The Olympics start this Friday with 
the first time trials for Ferry’s rowing 
Men’s Health 
Article A 
Real Joke 
Billy Hart 
Staff Writer 
The September issue of Men’s Health fea¬ 
tured a list of the ten worst schools for men 
to attend. Among the groves of academic in¬ 
stitutions from which to choose I was 
shocked to find my beloved Bates College 
listed number two. 
So what exactly does this dishonorable 
title mean? How could I have overlooked such 
a glaring imperfection when searching for the 
perfect college? Some analysis was in order. 
I have always considered myself a man’s, 
man. I treat the dawn of football with rever¬ 
ence and the entire season as a spiritual jour¬ 
ney. I leave the toilet seat up and faithfully 
uphold the male tradition of channel surfing. 
So it didn’t surprise me to discover that 
the dubious distinction being bestowed on 
Bates came from Men’s Health, a source 
softer than the Patriots offensive line. 
A majority of the context featured in 
Men’s Health magazine is as truthful as a 
Michael Irving testimony. Just peruse the 
October issue. In one hundred and sixty 
pages the magazine claims to deliver an ex¬ 
planation for “all” symptoms (so much for 
Dr. Spock), a formula to pinpoint the six-pack 
of mogul abs all humans supposedly possess, 
and a diet of cheeseburgers that will shed 
pounds. 
On page forty- five is an article promising 
to produce “arms that bulge like VW bugs,” 
in just three minutes, and I thought the Egyp¬ 
tian pyramids was an impressive feat. Fur¬ 
ther on they help men turning 40 “be cool.” 
Suggestion number three reads, “yell at 
those neighborhood kids.” Just what the 
world needs: another Albert Bell. Now there 
is a real winner. What kind of magical hocus- 
pocus is being pawned here? 
Making these proclamations even more 
laughable is the notion that a majority of 
Men’s Health subscribers resemble the 
airbrushed models gracing the magazine 
pages. The monthly pledge, to magically 
mutate an average beer bellied armchair 
quarterback, into an athletic Adonis, is a bit 
much. Thanks for the offer boys, but it would 
take a miracle of unearthly proportions, not 
your magazine, for me to achieve the level of 
athletic fitness you advertise. 
In hindsight though, thank you Men’s 
Health. If the rankings in your magazine are 
as accurate as your articles, then men at 
Bates should not be ashamed to reveal their 
Bobcat pride. Much like the notorious Sports 
Illustrated cover jinx, you have given Bates 
College a shot in the arm. 
events 
being held on Sunday September 17th. 
Teammates also say Ferry was the 
most dedicated athlete and no one else 
was more deserving of the Olympics. 
“His senior year...he used to erg three 
times a day ” recalls Ryad Yousef. “His 
second workout would be from 3 to 4, 
just before we started OUR second 
workout as a team.” 
Yousef added, “Mike was an inspira¬ 
tion. His work ethic and heart had 
somewhat of a storybook quality. He 
knew only one thing and that was to 
push his body to the limit. Our coach 
had a hard time getting him to do a slow 
steady-state work because he just 
doesn’t understand the concept. And 
look where it got him.” 
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Bobcat Of 
The Week 
Abby Anthony Asad Butt/The Bates Student 
For the second straight year, the first Bob¬ 
cat of the Week comes from the women’s 
cross country team. 
This year the winner is sophomore Abby 
Anthony, who won the Hayseed Classic and 
helped propell the Bobcats to a first-place 
finish in the meet. Her time was 18:57. That’s 
a minute and 28 seconds faster than Leslie 
Crofton of Tufts. 
As Head Coach Carolyn Court has been 
saying, it was an amazing performance, es¬ 
pecially when one considers that Crofton is 
a pretty good runner in her own right. 
Need an energy boost? Then give 
Cardlo Karate a try. We’ll have 
you feeling great and looking your 
best In a hurry! 
It’s a simple three-step process that 
anyone can do. 
1. Come to class at least twice a week. 
2. Maintain a sensible diet. 
3. Let our expert Instructors provide you 
with all the workouts and motivation 
you need to get In the best shape 
your life. 
It’s that easy to begin 
energetic and fit In J 
weeks. But the real secret to 
Karate is that’s it’s fun. 
Hopes Running High For Men’s Lax As 
Former Brown Coach Lasagna Takes Over 
Paul Zinn 
__Sports Editor_ 
If Peter Lasagna has the same effect on 
the men’s lacrosse program that his Ivy- 
League counterparts Mark Harriman and 
Joe Reilly have had on the football and men’s 
basketball teams respectively, the Bobcats 
could quickly find themselves making the 
jump into the NESCAC Lacrosse elite. 
Bates continues to draw Ivy-League 
coaches to Lewiston like nobody’s business 
with Lasagna, who has coached at Brown 
University for the past 18 years, becoming 
the third in the past four years. 
Director of Athletics, Suzanne Coffey com¬ 
mented, “His thought about moving from a 
head coaching position at an Ivy-League 
school to a head coaching position at a 
NESCAC school has to do with the purity of 
athletics at this level.” 
Referring to the Sports Illustrated article, 
“NESCAC: Pure and Simple,” Coffey said, 
“Those are the things that drew him to this 
job and to this opportunity, and he will be 
successful here.” 
Lasagna agreed but also added to that, 
saying, “Suzanne Coffey got my attention. 
She’s a good recruiter. Bates... believingthey 
can be competitive not only in the NESCAC 
but nationally is intriguing.” 
Mark Harriman, who came from Harvard, 
and Joe Reilly, who came from Yale, have 
taken teams that were in rough shape and 
brought them back to respectability in the 
past couple of years. But the men’s lacrosse 
team reached the ECAC Tournament last 
year, and comparitively speaking, if Lasagna 
is able to do what his fellow Ivy-Leaguers’ 
have done it will spell good news for the Bob¬ 
cats in their pursuit to get to the next level 
of NESCAC Lacrosse.. 
“I see us going after Middlebury for the 
national title,” added Coffey. “Give us a 
couple years. He needs a couple of recruit¬ 
ing years. But I think he’ll have instant im¬ 
pact.” 
“The immediate goal seems to be let’s 
beat those teams in the league that we lost 
close games to last year, “commented Lasa¬ 
gna. “It seems like We were a couple of pipes 
and plays away from having a good season 
in the league last-year.” 
Ultimately, Lasagna wants to see this- 
year’s team not only make it to the NESCAC 
Tounament but finish in the top four and ei¬ 
ther get a bye or host a game. 
Spending the last eight years in the top 
post at Brown, Lasagna led the Bears to the 
NCAA National Semifinals in 1994 and the 
quarterfinals in 1995. The 1995 run also in¬ 
cluded him being named Division I Coach of 
the Year by the United States Intercollegiate 
Lacrosse Association. 
Lasagna’s success doesn’t just run in the 
past. Brown’s record in 2000 was 9-6 and they 
were ranked as high as 14th in the nation. 
Andrew Carter Named Crew Coach 
Paul Zinn 
_Sports Editor_ 
Recently-signed Head Coach Andrew 
Carter will be new to the Bates’ Crew Pro¬ 
gram this fall, but a coaching change is some¬ 
thing team members are familiar with. In 
fact, Carter becomes the third Bates’ Crew 
coach in the past four years. 
“I’m really excited to be in this environ¬ 
ment,” commented Carter. “The students 
have been great about the transition, and 
that makes me all the more fired up.” 
Carter is loaded with coaching experi¬ 
ence, including stints with the Canadian 
Womens’ National Team, Vasser College, and 
Division I representative the University of 
Southern California. It maybe that last bit 
of experience that makes Carter such a good 
fit at Bates. The Bobcats have had their last 
two coaches, Shaw Tilton and Rich Ruggeiri, 
lured away by lucrative Division I contracts. 
“He brings to Bates a lot of energy, a 
wealth of experience in running a program, 
and a commitment to Division III, which is I 
think critically impoprtant to the rowing pro¬ 
gram at Bates right now,” said Director of 
Athletics Suzanne Coffey. “There’s an explo¬ 
sion of Divison I Women’s Rowing, which is 
drawing good Division III coaches away. He 
went off and tested those waters and decided 
that the Divison IE head coaching position, 
men and women, varsity and novice, was for 
him versus the Division I scholarship pro¬ 
gram ... I think we benefit in the long run with 
stability with bringing him here.” 
Bates is hoping that Carter can bring 
more than stability to the program. If all goes 
well, the Bobcats will improve as a result of 
his presence. 
Coffey says Carter has many talents as a 
coach, “He’s going to make us better techni¬ 
cally right away. He’s a very careful organizer 
in terms of his practice regiment. Because 
of his biomechanics, backround, (he’s) very 
attentive to training issues.” 
“I don’t put as much stock in coaching 
having that much of an impact,” added 
Carter. “But what I hope to bring to my team 
is a depth in structure. I believe the depth 
and diversity of my coaching experience can 
help this team.” 
Carter’s biomechanics background high¬ 
lights a very impressive academic career. He 
holds a Master of Science Degree in Kinesi¬ 
ology-Biomechanics/Coaching at the Univer¬ 
sity of Western Ontario, and Coffey believes 
that helps Carter’s ability to coach in a 
highly-technical sport like Crew. 
In obtaining the Bates’ post, Carter re¬ 
ceived the nod rather than Stuart Stoke, who 
now holds the top spot at CBB arch-rival 
Colby. 
Sears Cup 
“Last year’s Director’s Cup finish I think 
in part speaks to the strength of the staff, in 
part speaks to the strength of a couple of very 
good recruiting years. It takes more than a 
year to build a class, or to build several 
classes and build a team, and in part speaks 
to an emphasis that is expressed from the 
President on down about success at Bates. 
It extends from the classroom to the playing 
field, and we want to be a part of that.” 
The cup is the first-ever cross-sectional 
all-sports national recognition award for men 
and women. Colleges receive points based 
on the school’s finish in up to 18 different 
sports. 
The finish puts Bates’ Athletics in the top- 
ten percent of Division III institutions nation¬ 
wide, which Coffey likes, “It’s an elite class 
continued from page 24 
of schools. The 35 and up group is a pretty 
impressive list of schools with some pretty 
impressive accomplishments. And our points 
are spread out across both men and women, 
both individual and team sports, and that’s 
important as well. It’s not all coming from 
one base of either team sports, or men’s 
sports, or women’s sports.” 
The Bobcats scored in eight different 
sports, including a best-ever 15th place fin¬ 
ish by the men’s track team at the NCAA 
Championships. The men’s tennis team made 
it to the NCAA Tournament for just the sec¬ 
ond time in school history, and the men’s 
cross county team placed 10th at the NCAA 
Championships. 
“I think our showing in Sears Cup indi¬ 
cates we are making progress,” said women’s 
basketball and soccer coach Jim Murphy, 
who’s teams have consistently gone to the 
postseason. “We finished in front of Bowdoin 
and Colby, which is always a good thing. I 
would hope our ultimate goal is to finish 
first,” a sentiment that Coffey agrees with. 
Bates also scored in women’s track, ski¬ 
ing, women’s basketball, men’s track and 
field, and men’s swimming. 
Williams, a conference foe, won the cup, 
and Middlebury, Amherst, and Hamilton all 
placed in front of the Bobcats. 
Six NESCAC schools finished in the top 
50, the highest of any conference in the coun¬ 
try. 
“The Sears Directors’ Cup is a great mea¬ 
sure because we’re beginning to really quan¬ 
tify success,” added Coffey. “And that’s be¬ 
yond just reporting your end of season 
record, but looking at how we’re doing ver¬ 
sus how other colleges that are like us are 
doing. And so when you take a look at the 
NESCAC schools in that group, we fall in the 
middle of that range.” 
Classifieds 
Sell Spring Break 2001 Trips 
HIGHEST COMMISSIONS - LOWEST 
PRICES 
NO COST TO YOU 
Travel FREE including food,drink & non¬ 
stop parties!!! 
WORLD CLASS VACATIONS 
2000 STUDENT TRAVEL PLANNERS “TOP 
PRODUCER” & MTV’S CHOICE 
(Spring Break Cancun Party Program) 
1-800-222-4432 
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Women’s Soccer In Need Of 
Balanced Scoring Attack 
Paul Zinn 
Sports Editor 
When the women’s soccer team opens it’s 
2000 campaign with an away game against 
Babson this Thursday, it will be a very inex¬ 
perienced group of players that takes the 
field. On a roster of 22, only six have reached 
their junior year. 
That said, Head Coach Jim Murphy still 
believes this team is talented and capable of 
making a run at the post season as do the 
team members. 
“Our sophomores got a lot of playing time 
last year, and they gained experience,” com¬ 
mented senior trf-captain Molly Metcalf. 
“Even though we are a young team, the 
younger players have experience under their 
belts. We need to come together as a team.” 
Bates struggled to score last year, and that 
same question mark is there as the ‘Cats be¬ 
gin this season, with the graduation of co¬ 
captains Kate O’ Malley, who is the school’s 
all-time leading scorer, and All-NESCAC se¬ 
lection Jolene Thurston. 
But Murphy believes the offense may be 
coming together. “Someone’s got to step up 
and put the ball in the back of net... you need 
people to take responsibility when they miss,” 
commented Murphy. “You need people to have 
the intestinal fortitude to take the shot. You 
know, you don’t get many of them in soccer, 
so when you get it, you better let it go and I 
think more people are stepping up and tak¬ 
ing shots.” 
The Bobcats will look for scoring at out of 
many different sources since the big guns are 
gone. Junior Amanda Waterhouse, who’s 
back from a torn ACL, and first-year Kristy 
Crawford figure to play up front. Both should 
be able to find the back of the net. 
. Sophomore-wing midfielders Dale Grande 
and Melissa Ostuni now have a year of expe¬ 
rience behind them and also need to score, 
as does the center midfield tandem of sopho¬ 
more Krissie Whiting and junior Kate 
Dockery. 
“They’ve just got to stay disciplined and 
be where they’re supposed to be and not lose 
composure in front of the net,” added 
Murphy. 
Defensively, Murphy believes the ‘Cats 
could be stronger than a year ago. The back 
line is anchored by junior tri-captain Alicia 
Dermody, who Murphy believes is as good a 
sweeper as anybody in New England. 
Metcalf and fellow senior tri-captain Val 
Rosenberg provide much-needed experience 
to the defense. Sophomore Julie Asen pro¬ 
vides a' strong stopper, and speedy first-year 
-Cathrine Crosby should see action as a wing- 
back. Also look for first-years Mary-Beth 
Dooley and Tory Peterson to provide depth 
to a strong backline. 
In net, sophomore Kim Martell returns 
from a stellar rookie campaign, but first-year 
Lynne Antinarelli is providing competition 
for the position. The two goaltenders will 
provide stability to an already strong offense. 
As always, the Bobcats will test their 
skills against the difficult NESCAC Confer¬ 
ence. The schedule also features five out-of¬ 
conference match ups, all of which Murphy 
believes the Bobcats should win. 
The NESCAC opener is Sunday at home 
against Amherst. Then Bates heads to Trin¬ 
ity, Middlebury, and Tufts before coming 
home for contests against Williams, Colby, 
and Wesleyan. 
The season ends with road games against 
Bowdoin and Connecticut College. Then the 
NESCAC Tournament, which determines, 
who gets the automatic bid to the NCAA 
Tournament. 
Men’s Tennis Looking 
To Create A Racquet 
MiiJarrigan 
Asssociate Editor 
“It was the best season I have ever been 
a part of in any sport I have ever played,” 
said senior captain Chris Danforth about 
the men’s tennis team’s season last year. 
The Bobcats enter this year on the 
heels of their best NESCAC finish since 
1988 and their first NCAA bid in four 
years. The team’s 8-3 record included 
regular-season victories over nationally 
ranked Salisbury State College as well as 
rivals Colby, Middlebury, Connecticut Col¬ 
lege and Tufts. 
In post-season play, the ‘Cats finished 
ahead of Amherst, Bowdoin and Trinity in 
the NESCAC Championships. 
With the graduation of first singles 
player Dmitri Kudtjavtsev, sixth singles 
player Dave Carlson and the absence of 
Junior Ben Lamanna, the team has some 
large shoes to fill. 
However, Danforth is not worried. “The 
great thing about our team is that we are 
all so close in ability and heart,” said 
Danforth. 
Coach Paul Gastonguay added, “Losing 
those guys hurts, but everyone on the 
teams is so closely matched, I know ev¬ 
eryone can step it up," 
After last year’s quarterfinal loss to 
Williams in the NCAA tournament, the last 
words in the post-match huddle were 
“We’ll be back. That’s our motto,” said 
Gastonguay. “A repeat trip to the NCAA is 
out primary goal." 
Sophomore Alex Macdonald added, “We 
want to go to nationals this year. And we 
expect to.” 
To achieve these lofty goals the team 
will draw upon last year’s experience in 
the NCAA’s. 
“Seeing the level of play [against Will¬ 
iams] showed us what we have to do to 
win,” Commented Danforth. According to 
Gastonguay, “Now that we have been 
there, we’re not in awe anymore.” 
With the Middlebury Invitational Tour¬ 
nament coming up this Saturday, the team 
is still looking to solidify the lineup. Top 
players include seniors Greg Norton, Milko 
Todorov and Danforth as well as 
Macdonald, Brett Carty and Dave Meyer. 
Bates’ Colby Named NCAA 
Maine Woman Of the Year 
Also finalist for NCAA Woman of the Year 
Paul Zinn 
Sports Editor 
Recent graduate Amanda Colby now has 
one more award that she can ponder and 
reflect on when she, looks back at her out¬ 
standing collegiate volleyball career. It’s an 
honor that will remind her of just how suc¬ 
cessful the volleyball program was during her 
four years at Bates and how much she helped 
lead the team to back-to-back ECAC Tour¬ 
nament Championships. 
Colby has been selected by the NCAA as 
the 2000 Maine Woman of the Year. She is 
the first female Bobcat in the history of the 
school to earn the accolade. The award not 
only honors the ability she possessed on the 
volleyball court, but also her academic 
achievements and leadership capabilities. 
On top of that, Colby also is one of ten fi¬ 
nalists for the NCAA Woman of the Year, 
which will be announced October 15th in In¬ 
dianapolis. The ten athletes, olympians 
among them, will be recognized for the ef¬ 
forts in front of a national gathering. The dis¬ 
tinction includes student-athletes from 
Division’s I, II, and III. 
Colby was quick to credit her teammates, 
commenting “I never ever, ever, ever(!) could 
have possibly been considered for this rec¬ 
ognition without them. I hope everyone is 
able to be proud of this and see it as a reflec¬ 
tion of our teamwork and committment to 
succeed as a team. It is unbelievable how far 
this team has come in such a short time, and 
if they keep getting stronger at the same rate 
there is no telling how far they can go.” 
“I am confident that my teammates have 
the potential to advance well into the NCAAs, 
and believe that this recognition should be a 
testament to just how competitive we have 
become on the national level. Because of 
each individual’s committment to the team’s 
success, we are now recognized as an ex¬ 
tremely competitive team, and the volleyball 
community (nationally!) is finally acknowl¬ 
edging that.” 
When Colby looks back at her career she 
will know the achievment was definitely 
earned. After all, during the Bobcats 33-6 
1999 season, Colby was named Maine Player 
of the Year, second-team All-America, and 
first-team All-New England by two organiza¬ 
tions. 
On the academic side, Colby was a GTE/ 
CoSIDA second team Academic-All Ameri¬ 
can, and as a bio-chemistry major presented 
her findings at the 11th International Sym¬ 
posium on Chrial Discrimination in Chicago. 
She also is published in the journal, 
“Chriality.” 
“It just a great honor,” added Kate 
Hagstrom, Colby’s teammate for the past 
three years. “It reflects what we’ve done as 
a team and what she’s done as an individual.” 
Next semester, study abroad 
without leaving the country 
University of Hawaii 
at Manoa 
A college semester you’ll never forget Choose 
from an unparalleled array of courses on Asia, 
Hawaii, and the Pacific while living in a vibrant 
multi-cultural community. 
For complete information, connect to: 
www2.hawaii.edu/aImost or e-mail anitahOhawail.edu 
On campus housing and meals available. 
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Men’s Cross Country Takes Second At Hayseed Classic 
Jesse Tisch 
Staff Writer 
Cross Country meets can be stressful af¬ 
fairs, with coaches agonizing in anticipation 
of their fifth runner’s crossing the tape. Such 
was not the case on 
Saturday for the 
Hayseed Classic, a 
low key, early season 
event hosted by 
Tufts. 
In a meet that had all the suspense of a 
professional wrestling bout, Bates finished 
a distant second to a dominant Tufts team 
that crammed eight blue singlets into the top 
twelve. 
In a sport where the lowest score prevails, 
Bates (83 points) finished second to Tufts 
(22) and ahead of Wheaton (103), Fitchburg 
(138), Asumption (179), and the 
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy (317). 
The Bobcat’s swiftest runner was Justin 
Easter, a sophomore for whom expectations 
are running high. On Saturday, over a sadis¬ 
tically hilly course that produced consistently 
slow times, Easter crossed the finish line in 
27:03. He finished third behind two Tufts run¬ 
ners. 
“I felt pretty good,” reflected Easter. “It’s 
a good place to start from.” 
Men's CC 
2nd Place 
Finishing second for Bates was classmate 
Malcolm Gray, who traversed the lactic acid- 
inducing Grafton course in 28:05. 
Many of the Bob¬ 
cats hope this sea- ______ 
son rest on Easter 
and Gray, both of 
whom boast ex¬ 
tremely impressive 
resumes. Easter re¬ 
cently finished sec¬ 
ond at the United 
States Junior Na¬ 
tionals. At last 
year’s NCAA Cross 
Country Champion¬ 
ships, he ran his PR 
of 25:03. ■ _ 
Equally adept on 
skis, Easter was the lone male qualifier for 
nationals on last year’s Nordic ski squad. 
Gray and Easter share much in common: 
both have valuable nationals experience, 
both hope to contend for coveted All-State 
and All-New England honors, and both lead 
by example on a talented Bobcat team with 
the luxury of having few non-serious run¬ 
ners. 
Gray set a personal best on last week’s 
relatively flat alumni course, with a time 
'We didn't win the meet 
but we're doing what we 
need to do." 
- Al Fereshetian 
close to 25 minutes. 
On Saturday, he was followed by team¬ 
mates Eric Knackmuhs (29:46), Ben Bruce 
(30:13), Steve Mague 
————— (30:26), and Andrew 
Philpott (30:39). 
At first glance, 
one might interpret 
the meet’s outcome 
as a major disap¬ 
pointment for a 
Bates squad keen on 
qualifying for its sec¬ 
ond straight national 
meet. While some 
teams might take 
such a lopsided de- 
--1__ feat as a cue to lower 
its expectations, the 
Bobcats must eschew such myopia. 
This is an imperative part of Head Coach 
Al Fereshetian’s task: to convince his harri¬ 
ers that early season meets are of little con¬ 
sequence to a team seeking to peak for 
regionals. 
“We didn’t win the meet,” Coach 
Fereshetian conceded, “but we’re doing what 
we need to do.” 
He was alluding to the Bobcat’s goal for 
the month to come- not victory, but develop¬ 
ing strength and garnering racing experi¬ 
ence, something the team’s talented first- 
year class lacks with regard to the collegiate 
8K distance. 
Case in point: John Plimpton, a first-year, 
brashly hung with Easter through the first 
mile, only to fade dramatically in the race’s 
latter stages. Such brazen tactics reflect 
genuine gutsiness- perhaps the quality most 
admired amongst competitive runners- but 
also show impetuousness and inexperience. 
One runner who used experience to his 
advantage, according to Fereshetian, was 
Eric Knackmuhs. Fereshetian praised the 
sophomore’s effort, “Knack ran a great race- 
one of the best races today.” 
That distinction, however, belonged to An¬ 
drew Philpott. On the challenging Hayseed 
course, Philpott uncorked a 30:06- a mere six 
seconds off a personal best that was run on 
a perfectly flat course a year ago. 
“He was slow at the first mile,” said 
Fereshetian of Philpott’s conservative but 
prudent strategy. “But then he just cranked 
it from there.” 
According to Fereshetian, Philpott also 
held the fastest “conversion time”- the dif¬ 
ference in finishing times between races- in 
this case, the time from last week’s Alumni 
Race.. 
Senior Mark Warner hopes to help solidify a strong defense. Asad Butt/ne Bates student 
The Bobcats are gunning for their third-straight post 
season birth. 1 Asad Butt/The Bates Student 
Men s Soccer Defeats UMF 
In Season Opener, 1-0 
Bobcats begin run for third-straight postseasson birth, before 
heading into the depths of a tough NESCAC Schedule. 
Sean Hurley 
Staff Writer 
The men’s soccer team started off it’s 
season on the right note, knocking off 
the University of Maine at Farmington, 
1-0 on a first-half goal by senior Chris 
Sporcic. 
It wasn’t easy, but the Bobcats got the 
victory in a game they needed to win. 
Junior goalkeeper Dan Spector needed 
to make a great first-half save to pre¬ 
serve the shutout. > 
Now, Bates can focus on Amherst. 
As for the season that follows today’s 
contest, the Bobcats hope to use veteran 
leadership and strong goalkeeping to 
improve on last year’s 9-5-1 campaign. 
The Bobcats return eight seniors, 
have a balanced attack, and a strong 
team defense. All of which could have 
them competing for the NESCAC Cham¬ 
pionship. 
Last fall, Bates gained an ECAC tour¬ 
nament berth and fell, 3-1, to Tufts in a 
gutsy first-round effort in Lewiston. 
The team loses their leading scorer 
and All-American Andy Apstein, yet re¬ 
tains All-New England junior goaltender 
Dan Spector as the anchor of what was 
one of the top defenses in the country 
last year. 
The defense was ranked as high as 
eighth in the nation in shutouts-per- 
game with a total of ten, including five 
straight to end the regular season. 
Bates also didn’t yield a goal in five 
intrastate matches. Two of those victo¬ 
ries came against Bowdoin and Colby, in 
route to the Bobcat’s CBB Title. 
Senior captain and leader of the de¬ 
fense, Mark Warner, stressed that “Our 
good team defense is the reason we were 
able to shut teams down last year.” 
However, the Bobcats defense has 
lost Ted Martin and Justin Wang. 
Returning for the offense is last 
year’s leading goal-scorer, sophomore 
Brian Luoma, who found the back of the 
net nine times. 
Coach George Purgavie! said, “Luoma 
had a great year for us last year. Now 
we need him to pick up his play another 
notch because we need him even more 
this year ... We’ve been working very, 
very hard at developing our attacking 
style these past two weeks. The guys 
have trained really hard and their atti¬ 
tude is good and they have a lot of po¬ 
tential.” 
“Defensively we’re in very good shape, 
Were getting Warner back after he 
missed half of last season, and we 
should be able to stay as strong defen¬ 
sively as we were last year.” 
Midfielder and second-year Captain 
Bryan Stevens provides leadership in 
the middle to go along with the danger¬ 
ous attacking ability of senior-captain 
Chris Sporcic up front. Junior Drew 
Weymouth, classmate Eric Folkemer, 
and a speedy senior Alex Cutler provide 
additional scoring threats. 
Next up for the Bobcats is a tough- 
home match against a very strong 
Amherst team this Saturday. Six of the 
the top ten spots in The New England 
Preseason Division III Poll are held by 
NESCAC teams, proving that the 
conference’s brand of soccer is among 
the nations best. 
The NESCAC also will hold a confer¬ 
ence tournament to decide who will get 
the automatic bid to the NCAA Tourna¬ 
ment. 
Warner said, “The ECAC’s is some¬ 
what of a let-down now because the com¬ 
petition in the NESCAC is even better 
than the ECACs.” 
In past years, as many as four or five 
NESCAC teams have qualified for the 
ECAC Tournament. 
Coach Purgavie said, “There are a 
lot of leaders on this team. Just look at 
the captains and how each position on 
the team is represented with a captain 
for the forwards, the midfielders, the 
goaltenders and the defense. We have 
great depth.” 
Warner added, “Our experience 
should help make this a great year and 
set a good example for the younger 
guys.” 
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Women’s Tennis Believes Experience 
Is Key To A Successful Season 
Paul Zinn 
Sports Editor 
Women’s Tennis Coach John Illig is hop¬ 
ing this fall his Bobcats can surpass the 
school’s best ever finish in the New England 
Championships, which is ninth. That mark 
has been set twice by Bates, with one of those 
finishes coming a season ago. Illig also may 
have the right group of girls to do it with. 
Despite a small team that lacks depth, the 
starting lineup is stacked with experience, 
as the likes of Suzanne Daly, Jen Russo, Crys¬ 
tal Arpei, Mary Dorman, and Talbot Randall 
are all back. Sophomore Kelsey Evans, who 
didn’t play last season, and first-year Kim 
Hoffman also figure to be in the mix for the 
top six spots. The Bobcats lost just one 
starter from last year’s squad. 
“We’ve seen a lot of the players before,” 
said Dorman. “We won’t be intimidated by 
teams that are strong.” 
“It’s going to be a big year. We have se¬ 
niors leading us at number one and two, and 
we picked up some good first-years. We 
should be competitive, and be able to beat 
some of the teams that we lost to last year.” 
That leaves a small but very experienced 
team, which Illig feels allows him to work 
more with each individual starter, but he also 
knows things could get “tricky” if the Bob¬ 
cats run into injury problems. 
All that said, this is a very experienced 
team. Senior co-captain Suzanne Daly and 
classmate Jen Russo will compete for the one 
and two spots. Both have played tennis for 
some part of their four years at Bates. 
Russo reached the quarterfinals at the 
New England championships a year ago, and 
also was a winner in a tough, 5-4 lost to Colby. 
Senior co-captain Crystal Arpei, junior 
Mary Dorman, and sophomore Talbot 
Randall all aid to that well of experience. 
Arpei and Dorman have been significant con¬ 
tributors the past couple of years, and 
Randall added another quality racquet to the 
lineup last season. 
Randall and Arpei also were both victori¬ 
ous in singles matches against Colby. Randall 
also teamed with Dorman for a doubles vic¬ 
tories. That same team advanced to the 
quarterfinals at New England’s. 
“They know the league, the conference, 
and what’s in store,” commented Illig. “And 
that let’s them feel more comfortable. It’s 
nice to have that expereince. They won’t 
come across any situation they haven’t been 
in before.” 
“With all of the experience, you don’t have 
the first-match nerves,” added Arpei. “We’ve 
already been through it before.” 
Arpei also likes the way the Bobcats look 
doubles-wise, “We’re getting really excited 
to work on doubles, and we think we have 
some good teams.” 
As usual, the Bobcats will have to deal 
with a difficult NESCAC schedule before test¬ 
ing their strength against the best in New 
England during October. 
The season opens on September 16th with 
the Bobcats hosting Middlebury at the brand- 
new James Wallach Tennis Center. After tak¬ 
ing to the road for three matches and the 
Rolex Tournament, the Cats return home for 
five of their next six contests, one against 
Colby. 
That span of home matches also includes 
the dedication of the new tennis facility the 
weekend of October 6th-8th, which will see 
Bates host Trinity and Amherst. 
Easter Takes Second At U.S. Junior s 
StiU won’t compete at the World Championships 
-Paul Zinn _ 
p 
Sports Editor 
Despite placing second in the 3,000-meter 
steeplechase at the U.S. Junior National 
Championships and reaching the world stan¬ 
dard in the event during the outdoor track 
season last spring, Bates sophomore Justin 
Easter has been denied the opportunity to 
represent the U.S. at the World Junior Cham¬ 
pionships this October. 
Once Easter met the qualifying time of 
9:10 at the Open New England Champion¬ 
ships and National Outdoor Track Champi¬ 
onships, a second place finish at the junior 
national championships should’ve qualified 
him for the World Championships. However, 
the qualification standards also say that a 
competitor will only be sent if he is a poten¬ 
tial finalist. 
After the meet, held in Denton, Texas, the 
USTFA decided to announce a new qualify¬ 
ing time, which would be used to eliminate 
competitors that weren’t potential finalists. 
8:50 was selected as the standard, and it 
was determined by averaging the times of 
place-finishers in the World Championships 
and the last qualifier to make it to the finals 
of the prestigious tournament in the 1986, 
1988,1990,1992,1994,1996, and 1998 World 
Championships. 
“There’s a lot of bitter feelings there from 
the standpoint that he had done everything 
he had needed to do to earn a spot on that 
team and you know politics got in the way,” 
said Bates Cross County and Track and Field 
Coach A1 Fereshetian. 
“It’s a shame because we complain every 
year about how our American distance run¬ 
ners get killed by the Africans and when we 
start taking away quality opportunities for 
our kids to line up and compete against them 
that’s the first and foremost reason why we 
have those problems.” 
“It’s dissapoiting, but there’s no sense 
dwelling on something I have no control 
over,” commented Easter. “If that’s their 
perogative, then I have to go with it. Now I’ll 
change my focus to Bates Cross County.” 
However, the USTFA’s Manager of Devel¬ 
opment Programs, Cathy Sellers disagrees, 
commenting “They all had an opportunity to 
run and race against each other. You want 
your best time. I don’t know that it was an 
unfair disadvantage.” 
Instead of being part of the national team 
at the world championships, Easter had to 
settle for representing the U.S. in a couple 
of international meets in Canada. The first 
was a U.S.A.-Canadian dual meet in Montreal 
during July where he won the steeplechase. 
Acordingto Ferehetian, that “identifies” Eas¬ 
ter as the best North American in the steeple¬ 
chase. In winning the event, Easter also de¬ 
feated the competitor that bested him at the 
national championships. 
Easter still was very happy with his ac¬ 
complishments, “It’s great. I went to the meet 
knowing I could compete against everyone 
there. It felt really great. I showed that a 
Division III runner can go and race against 
any Division I or II runner.” 
The other meet, in Quebec, didn’t have a 
steeplechase event so Easter was selected 
to run the 5,000 meter and won the race. 
Upcoming Home Athletic Calendar 
Volleyball vs. UMF 
7 p.m. Tonight 
Women’s Soccer vs. Amherst 
11 a.m. Saturday 
Football vs.Amherst (Scrimmage) 
1 p.m. Saturday 
Field Hockey vs. Southern Maine 
4 p.m. Thursday 
Women’s Tennis Vs. Middlebury 
11 a.m. Saturday 
Field Hockey vs. Amherst 
11 a.m. Saturday 
Men’s Soccer vs. Amherst 
2 p.m. Saturday 
All games are on the Bates Campus. 
Make sure to check out your Bobcat athletic 
teams and all of the new facilities around 
campus. 
Volleyball 
takes second 
at Wheaton 
Bowman 2-1 after 
first tournament 
Paul Zinn 
_Sports Editor_ 
Dealing with a coaching change is a diffi¬ 
cult thing for athletic teams to deal with. 
There are so many questions and concerns 
that are unanswerable. 
In some cases, it gets so bad that the off 
the court coaching issues take over, and 
teams can’t focus on the task at hand, which 
is winning. 
The Bates’ Women’s Volleyball team 
showed little sign of 
this “epidemic” last 
weekend, taking sec¬ 
ond at the Wheaton 
Invitational. And the 
Bobcats have had to 
deal with three coaches in as many seasons. 
This season Jen Bowman is the one at the 
helm. 
“I think our team all responds well to her,” 
said junior captain Lauren Fennessey. “She 
is crazy in her own way that gets everyone 
pumped and excited about competing. She 
is going to lead our team where we need to 
be. She is an excellent leader, teacher and 
motivator.” 
Senior Kate Hagstrom added, “We got to 
know our coach better, we got to see how she 
coaches, and she did a really good job.” 
After losing their opening round match to 
Gordon the Bobcats rebounded on Saturday, 
defeating MIT and host Wheaton. That led 
to a second-place finish. 
“I think we have started our season well,” 
commented Bowman. “There are certainly 
several areas we need to improve upon, but 
there were plenty of bright spots throughout 
the weekend. All things considered, I think 
we’re off to a fabulous start!” 
Bates’ certainly did a good job easing the 
transitional phase between coaches, some¬ 
thing that is extremely important with the 
team facing an always-tough Amherst team 
this weekend at the NESCAC Quad. 
The Bobcats must continue to ease this 
transitional phase, until it’s gone, if they want 
to have a strong season. 
“With all the changes and addition of play¬ 
ers I think that we are making the transition 
very smooth, and we will continue to improve 
after each competition,” added Fennessey. 
The Gordon match was a tough five- 
gamer, with the Bobcats rallying to take a 
two-one advantage before dropping the final 
two by scores of 15-10 and. 
The next match would provide Bowman’s 
first win at Bates, as the Bobcats duplicated 
their ECAC Championship three-game vic¬ 
tory over MIT last November. This time, the 
score was 15-12,15-6,15-10. 
The ‘Cats would garner second place hon¬ 
ors by beating Wheaton in four games. 
Bowman’s squad took the opening game 15- 
9 before dropping the second set 15-12. They 
would then take control during the third 
game, winning 15-6. 
However, Wheaton looked like it would 
send the match to a deciding fifth game, as 
they took a 9-0 lead. However, Bates’ junior 
captain Lauren Fennessey would serve six 
straight points, getting the Bobcats back into 
the game before they finally would win 15- 
11. 
Hagstrom earned all-tournament honors, 
as did first-year Liz Wanless. 
The Bobcats host Maine-Farmington on 
tomorrow, before heading to the NESCAC 
Quad. 
Look for this team to come out firing 
against the Lord Jeffs. Amherst kept the 
‘Cats out of the NCAA Tournament a season 
ago by defeating them in the NESCAC Cham¬ 
pionship. 
Volleyball 
2nd Place 
1 
Congratulations to the 
Bobcat 
of the 
Week: 
Abby Anthony 
Women's Cross County 
Volume 130, Number 1 
Sadly, Perhaps 
Andy Stanton 
Sports Columnist 
“Sadly, perhaps it will be a long year.” Ath- 
letic Director Suzanne Coffey sent that one-line 
email to Sports Editor Paul Zinn just last week. 
In an earlier email Coffey had accused Zinn of 
attempting to take a quote from her without tell- 
ingheritwasforastory he was working on. Zinn 
has no obligation as a reporter to tell Coffey his 
reasons for asking a certain question. Zinn tried 
to explain his position to Coffey in an email. She 
responded in a childish and trite fashion, with 
just one line, the opening quote in this column. 
The Student sent several emails to Coffey with 
questions regarding the new hazing policy She 
refused to acknowledge most of the inquiries. Fi¬ 
nally, a list of clearly numbered questions was 
sent to Coffey accompanied by a request that she 
answer each item. The opening line of her re¬ 
sponse was “I do not appreciate the tone.” Well, 
Ms. Coffey, I don’t like how you avoid questions 
until you can’t and then he. You worked in con¬ 
sultation with the Dean of Students to write the 
new document? Dean Branham told The Student 
she did no such thing. Since the drafting of the 
new policy on hazing involved only one student 
(a student who was handpicked), I want to en¬ 
courage students reading this column to contact 
Coffey by email (scoffey@bates) informing her 
of your opinion of the newpolicy I know she didn’t 
ask you-but she should have. 
I sent the aforementioned list of questions to 
Coffey myself. She replied to Sports Editor Paul 
Zinn and did not carbon copy the letter to me. 
However, she did refer to me by name in the email. 
An Athletic Director (A.D.) should not play sec¬ 
ond-grade sandbox politics. Coffey knows I think 
she does a sub-par job as A.D., so she chooses 
not to acknowledge me. She doesn’t answer my 
indictments of her behaviors because no ratio¬ 
nal and logical explanation can explain them. 
Coffey’s attitude is a problem in and of itself. 
There is no place at Bates for administrators who 
treat students in such a dismissive and disre¬ 
spectful way A bigger problem is her ineptitude 
at performing the duties of the AD. of Bates Col¬ 
lege. She wrote a bad policy on hazing, and re¬ 
fused to acknowledge it. She didn’t consult the 
Athletics Committee, which she should have-that 
committee has an advisory role on noncurricular 
policies of the department. She didn’t consult the 
Dean of Students, even though she said she did. 
She lied, presumably because she thought she 
could get away with it. 
Let’s take stock of the way in which Suzanne 
R. Coffey represents the administration of Bates 
College. She gives herself the power in her new 
document to expel students from Bates. If she 
did so by accident, then she did a remarkably 
bad job of writing. If she did so on purpose, she 
thinks she is vastly more important than she re¬ 
ally is. She could have avoided such an error by 
consulting with any number of the competent 
faculty members at Bates-Dean Branham comes 
to mind. Of course, she did not. Is her ego so in¬ 
flated that she believes she doesn’t need assis¬ 
tance in the undertaking of such a large task? 
I can tell you one thing she does believe. 
Suzanne Coffey thinks The Student has no busi¬ 
ness questioning her behavior. She has lied, failed 
to Mow proper procedure, and spoken to ma¬ 
ture students as if they were her naughty chil¬ 
dren. She proclaimed, “I don’t appreciate the 
tone” in response to a simple email. She threat¬ 
ened, “Sadly perhaps, it will be a long year” to 
an honest explanation. 
The irony is that while Coffey is quibbling 
about tone she is also engaging in unprofessional 
and unethical behaviors as A.D. To be dishonest 
is wrong to be dishonest about what you have 
done in your position as a college administrator 
is inexcusable. I am embarrassed that someone 
so immature holds a position of authority at 
Bates. I am outraged that Coffey attempted to 
deliberately deceive The Student. I would like to 
propose a solution that will end Coffey’s disre¬ 
spectful attitude toward students, her dishonesty 
about her activities as A.D., and her general in¬ 
competence: Fire Her. 
Sportsweek 
Inside Sports: 
Women’s Cross Country places first 
in the Hayseed Classic. 
Page 19 
All the information on the off-season 
coaching changes. 
Page 20 
Amanda Colby named NCAA Maine 
Women of the Year. 
Page 21 
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Field Hockey Knocks Off NEC In Opener 
Nick Bournakel 
Staff Writer 
The Bates Field Hockey team tasted suc¬ 
cess last season, with a young squad that 
made it all the way to the ECAC Tournament 
before falling in heartbreaking fashion to 
Tufts in overtime. 
It was a bitterly cold November day when 
the ‘Cats saw their stellar, 11-4 season come 
to an end, but that was then. Now, the air is 
warm, a new Astroturf facility awaits its in¬ 
augural game, and the team is young and 
confident. 
Following a convincing 3-0 rout of New 
England College, the Bobcat Field Hockey 
squad has every reason to believe that the 
2000 campaign will be yet another step to¬ 
ward the top of the NESCAC Conference. 
Coach Wynn Hohlt, in only her third year at 
the helm, has taken the program on the road 
to greatness not with baby steps, but instead 
with long strides. Last season’s 11-4 mark 
was much improved from the .500 season of 
a year ago. 
“As successful as we were last season, we 
were definitely in a buildingyear. We are still 
quite young, but we 
are setting our sights 
on the top. We want 
to be as good as we 
can, and put our¬ 
selves in a favorable 
position to win the conference champion¬ 
ship,” said Hohlt. Sometimes, having a young 
team can make it a true challenge to respond 
with veteran-like coolness in the pressure of 
tight NESCAC tilts as well as that which the 
post-season brings. 
But sophomore sensations, Julia Price 
and Johie Farrar already have a full year of 
experience under their belts, and despite 
being young, both play like seasoned veter¬ 
ans. 
That, coupled with the solid leadership of 
senior captain Peggy Ficks in goal, sets the 
foundation for a successful team. 
On Saturday, the youth showed early 
that they would be impact players during the 
2000 campaign as two of Bates’ three goals 
were scored by first-years. 
Annie Schauer fired a corner from sopho¬ 
more Julia Price past NEC Goaltender 
Kristen Milroy with six minutes remaining 
in the initial half of play, adding on to the first 
goal of the contest, which was scored by 
Farrar. 
In the second half, the young talent sur¬ 
faced yet again, as Lori Jessup tallied her 
first career goal, to solidify the lead. Three 
goals was more than enough for netminder 
Peggy Ficks, who recorded her 13th career 
shutout, making seven saves in the winning 
effort. 
Ficks spoke optimistically about the 
2000 season: “I think this season’s going to 
be good- we’ve had a lot of dedication from 
the returning players, working hard in the 
off-season so most everyone is in fine shape.” 
The new era of field hockey will be ush¬ 
ered in this week on the team’s astroturf 
field. The quicker surface should benefit this 
very athletic squad. The Bobcats are expect 
to christen their new facility on Thursday. 
“We’re a fast team, so getting on the turf 
will be to our advantage. However, we need 
to start practicing on the turf in order to truly 
gel,” Ficks added. 
What lies ahead for the Bates Field 
Hockey team? Their next contest is on Thurs¬ 
day, against Southern Maine, followed by a 
crucial NESCAC game against perennial 
powerhouse Amherst, a team that made it 
all the way to the finals of the NCAA tourna¬ 
ment last year. 
Bates 3 
N.E.C. 0 
Bates’ Graduate Ferry Competing 
In Sydney On U.S. 
Asad Butt 
Editor-In-Chief 
“1 can tell you that seeing him make 
the Olympic team this year is absolutely 
no surprise,” said Jon Miller of his 
former teammate and friend Mike Ferry. 
With a first place finish in the double 
skulls at the U.S. Olympic Rowing trials 
in Camden N.J. last June, Mike Ferry, a 
1997 Bates graduate, added something 
new to his resume: Olympian. Ferry had 
qualified for the Summer Olympics in 
Sydney, Australia. He and his teammate 
Henry Nuzum will represent the United 
States in the double sculls at the Olym¬ 
pics, which start next weekend. 
Over his six-year career as a rower, 
Ferry has been nothing but phenomenal. 
Interestingly enough, Ferry’s started 
rowing after suffering a broken knee in 
high school. This former high school 
football player joined the crew team at 
Bates in 1994 as a new way to stay in 
Please see Ferry 
on page 19 
Rowing Team 
Mike Ferry College Relations 
Bates Has Best- 
Ever Finish In 
Sears Directors’ 
Cup Standings 
Paul Zinn 
_Sports Editor__ 
Bates’ athletics are on the rise. There’s 
cold, hard evidence supporting that trend, 
and the days of other athletic programs tak¬ 
ing the Bobcats lightly are over. 
Out of the 267 NCAA Division 111 Institu¬ 
tions competing for the Sears Directors’ Cup, 
Bates finished a best-ever 35th for their ath¬ 
letic efforts during the 1999-2000 season, 
breaking the previous mark of 49th in 1997- 
1998. 
Director of Athletics Suzanne Coffey says 
the new high demonstrates that the college 
is beginning to reach their goal of placing 
every athletic team in the top-third of the 
NESCAC, “I see last year’s Director’s Cup fin¬ 
ish as part of that progression towards be¬ 
ing the best in this conference, and this con¬ 
ference is arguably the strongest in Division 
III nationally.” 
Please see Sears Cup 
on page 20 
